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A bstract
Neutron-deficient nuclei along the proton drip line in the mass region 80-90 have 
been populated in relativistic projectile fragmentation reactions at GSI, Germany. A 
750 MeV per nucleon beam of provided by the SIS-18 synchrotron was frag­
mented on a 4 g/cm^ target of beryllium. The reaction products were sepai’ated and 
unambiguously identified using the FRagment Separator (FRS) with its ancillary detec­
tors. The ions produced were slowed down by means of a variable thickness aluminium 
degrader and implanted in a 7 mm multilayer perspex block located at the centre of 
the high-efficiency Stopped RISING array. Gamma rays emitted from the decay of 
nano-to-millisecond isomeric states were detected in the ai'ray and correlated with the 
arrival of the associated ion. This allowed the observation of previously unreported 
excited states in the odd-odd A  =  Z nuclei, ^Nb^^ and 43TC43. The new data suggest 
the low-lying structures of these proton drip line nuclei are dominated by a T =  1, np 
pairing condensate. Experimental results are compared to theoretical interpretations 
from TRS calculations and the Projected Shell Model. The isomeric state in ®^ Nb 
is interpreted as an isospin-changing K  isomer with a reduced hindrance of A  ps 18. 
This is the first case of such an isomeric state along the N  = Z  line and indeed in this 
mass region. Previously unreported isomeric states have been identified in '^^ ■^ T^c and 
^^Nb. Isomeric ratios which provide insight into the reaction mechanism and nuclear 
structure are calculated for all the isomers observed, including the previously identified 
isomeric states in ®'^ ’^ ®Pd, ^^Ru and ^^Nb.
Treading the boards and walking the roads, 
W atching m y  feet but stepping on toes, 
S tu d y  your smile, count your tears, 
H aven’t felt this alive in years  . . .
Penfold Gate - Alive In Years
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Atoms consist of a cloud of electrons surrounding a central, very small, very 
dense nucleus. The diameter of the atom is around 1 Angstrom (~  10“ °^ m) but the 
nucleus, which contains almost all of the mass of the atom, is of the order of fermis 
10“ ^^  m) in diameter. The atomic nucleus is made up of positively charged protons 
and neutral neutrons which move independently of each other and interact via the 
strong and coulomb forces. It is the aim of nuclear physics to understand how protons 
and neutrons interact.
Elements are characterised by the number of protons, Z, which they possess and 
the heaviest element to have been discovered to date is element 118 [1]. In chemistry, 
the elements are commonly displayed in the well known periodic table, grouped by 
similarities in their chemical properties. Each element has several different isotopes 
which differ from each other by the number of neutrons, A, in the nucleus. The atomic 
mass number. A, is the sum of protons, Z, and neutrons. A, which an isotope comprises. 
As an example, is made of 8 protons and 8 neutrons whereas ^^0 has again 8 protons 
but 10 neutrons. Both of these isotopes are stable to radioactive decay and are found 
in nature but there ain other isotopes of oxygen with other neutron numbers ranging 
from 5 (^^0) [2] to the heaviest known to date, [3] with 16 neutrons. Each element 
has many different isotopes either already discovered or predicted to exist. Current 
mass predictions estimate around 7000 different isotopes to exist [4], determined by 
the proton and neutron separation energies {Sp, Sn) being greater than zero. The 
known isotopes are displayed on the chart of the nuclides (also known as the Segre 
chart) where the x and y axes show the number of neutrons and protons respectively.
IsospiN, P a i r i n g  a n d  N  = Z  N u c l e i
An example is displayed in figure 1.1, taken from reference [5].
This thesis focuses on a special subset of nuclei which contain an equal number 
of protons and neutrons. These nuclei are commonly referred to as A  =  Z, or self­
conjugate nuclei. To date 50 self-conjugate nuclei have been synthesised and 46 of 
these nuclei have at least some information known about their excited states. Below 
20^^20 tks valley of beta stability lies along the same path as the N  = Z  line and 
there are 13 radioactively stable N  — Z  nuclei with A < 40. Above this point the 
increasing Coulomb potential created by the protons becomes too large for a stable 
system and the valley of stability moves to more neutron-rich isotopes (i.e. nuclides in 
which A  > Z). As we move up the A  =  Z line the nuclei move further and further from 
stability and approach the proton drip line (the point at which the proton separation 
energy, Sp, is negative and the nuclei become unbound against proton emission [6]). 
On the way, between A—Z=28^50, the A  — Z line traverses a region of ferocious 
shape competition [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] where changes between spherical, prolate and oblate 
nuclear shapes can occur with a change of only two or three nucleons or an MeV of 
excitation energy.
1.1 Isosp in , P a ir in g  and  N  = Z  N u c le i
The fundamental principle underlying the concept of nuclear isospin is that the 
proton and the neutron are two states of the same particle, the nucleon. These two 
states can be described by wavefunctions, ij)p and ■0n> and can be labelled using the 
isospin quantum number, T  [12, 13]. The projection of the total isospin of a nucleus 
onto an arbitrary axis in isospin space, T ,^ is equal to |( A  —Z), where A  and Z are the 
number of neutrons and protons respectively. It follows that the proton and neutron 
have projection quantum numbers of and respectively (note that this is
the convention in nuclear physics but the assignments are reversed in particle physics). 
The total nucleai’ isospin is a vector sum of the form.
A
T  =  ( 1. 1)
i = l
Extra stability can be achieved in the nucleus when nucleons pair up with their 
intrinsic spins, s, coupled anti-parallel. There is a great deal of evidence for this effect.
IsospiN, P a i r i n g  a n d  N  = Z  N u c l e i
Experimental Chart o f Nuclides 2000 
2975 isotopes
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Figure 1.1: The chart of the nuclides showing nuclear half-lives. Taken from 
reference [5]. Pale blue squares indicate nuclides which are predicted to exist 
but which have not yet been observed experimentally.
for example a simple inspection of binding energies [4] or single-nucleon separation 
energies [14] shows that even-even nuclei have extra stability, compared to the average 
of the odd-A neighbouring nuclei, due to pairing effects. Further evidence comes from 
the fact that the low-lying stucture of the majority of odd-even nuclei can be well 
described by assuming an inert core of paired-up protons and neutrons coupled to 
one single odd nucleon. This lone nucleon is responsible for the low-lying excitations 
observed in that nucleus.
Pairs of protons and pairs of neutrons in identical orbits can only couple their 
spins in an anti-parallel configuration where T =  1 and s =  0. This is the requirement 
for a totally anti-symmetric wavefunction. When a neutron-proton pair (np pair) is 
formed the proton and neutron have different values of isospin and the intrinsic spins 
of the two particles can couple in a parallel fashion. This is only possible because of the 
fact that the proton and neutron are not the same particle and thus have a different 
value of Tz, thereby satisfying the requirement for a fully anti-symmetric wavefunction. 
Note that np pairs can also align their spins anti-parallel to form T  = 1, s = 0 pairs.
I s o s p iN ,  P a i r i n g  a n d  N  ^  Z  N u c l e i
4  *?
t o
T=L s=0
T=0, s=l
nn np pp
+1 0 -1
Figure 1.2: Schematic of the allowed intrinsic angular momentum couplings 
in the A=2 isobaric triplet. Only a neutron-proton pair is capable of coupling 
to T  =  0, s =  1. Adapted from figure 3.12 in reference [15]
as in the analogous nn and pp pairs with T  = 1 (see figure 1.2).
A unique situation emerges in nuclei with an equal number of both protons and 
neutrons. It is possible to form low-lying T =  0 states and, unlike nuclei in other 
regions of the nuclear chart, it is only here in A % Z nuclei that the proton and 
neutron forming the pair are in identical single-particle orbitals.
In light odd-odd, A  =  Z nuclei the state of lowest energy (the ground state) 
corresponds to the T =  0 configuration. If the np pair is exchanged for a pp or a nn  
pair then only T  = 1 states can be formed. The T =  0 configurations also exist in 
the nucleus with the np pair but as excited states. These states are known as Isobaric 
Analogue States (IAS) (see figure 1.3) and appear at similar energies (usually within a 
few tens of keV) in all isobaric partners, only changing energy due to Coulomb effects 
and the fact that protons and neutrons have slightly differing masses.
The energy difference between the lowest observed T =  0 and T  — 1 states in 
odd-odd N  = Z  nuclei can be plotted against mass for the A  =  Z nuclei, as shown in 
figure 1.4. The data for this plot are taken from references [9, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. At low mass the T  =  0 state is the most stable configuration, 
as in the deuteron, and forms the ground state. However as the mass increases the 
energy difference decreases and at A=34 the first case of isospin inversion occurs. This 
is seen experimentally by the fact that lyCl^ Y has a ground state with spin and parity 
of = 0"^  [19]. The A  =  Z =  29 system, 29^^29 [17], is the only odd-odd N  = Z
IsospiN, P a i r i n g  a n d  N  = Z  N u c l e i
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' t O e
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Figure 1.3: An example o f an isobaric triplet. T  = 1, Isobaric Analogue
States (shown in blue) exist in each nuclide. The states in carbon and oxy­
gen have been shifted by the difference in the proton-neutron masses and the 
Coulomb energy. This figure is adapted from reference [16].
Is o m e r i c  S t a t e s
4000
3000
%d- 2000f
g  1000 Cu
HW
-1000
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- 2000^ 100
A
Figure 1.4: Energy difference between the lowest observed T  ~  0 and T  = 1 
states in odd-odd N  = Z  nuclei. Nuclei with positive energy differences have 
T  = 0 ground states, those with negative energy differences have T  = 1.
nucleus with 34 < A < 100 that has a confirmed T =  0 ground state [29].
It is for these reasons that N  = Z  nuclei are the ideal laboratory in which to 
study interactions between protons and neutrons.
1.2 Isom eric  S ta te s
Metastable states, isomeric states or isomers are excited nuclear levels which 
exist for an extended period of time [30]. There is no formal condition on the length 
of the half-life for an excited state to be considered as isomeric. The shortest possible 
mean lifetime for an excited state to be classed as a bound nuclear state is around 0.1 
zeptoseconds (10“^^  s), equivalent to the period of time it takes a single nucleon to 
orbit the nucleus. The longest know excited states in nuclei can live for many years. 
The isomeric state in ^®^ Ta has a half-life greater than 1.2 x 10^  ^ years [31]. Excited 
states which exist for this amount of time are considered to be very long-lived isomers.
Lifetimes of excited states can be measured using a large variety of techniques and 
experimental equipment. The shortest mean lifetimes which can be measured today 
are in the 10“^^  s range. This is done by examining the intrinsic energy width, F, of the 
state which is related to the mean lifetime, r, by the Heisenberg Uncertainty principle
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where IV =  h.
Sub-picosecond lifetimes of excited states can be measured using the recoil dis­
tance method [32]. This technique takes advantage of the fact that the nucleus of 
interest is formed whilst travelling at high speed and therefore gamma rays emitted 
in the decay of excited states have a different energy to the same gamma ray emitted 
from a nucleus at rest. In other words the gamma-rays emitted whilst travelling at high 
speed are doppler-shifted. The nucleus of interest can be stopped at various distances 
from the formation point and, by using the ratio of the intensities of the stopped and 
shifted components of the peak, the mean lifetime of the state can be extracted. Scin­
tillator detectors made from materials such as BaF2 [33] coupled to fast photomultiplier 
tubes can be used to measure lifetimes down to a few hundred picoseconds. Isomeric 
states with mean lifetimes of 10 nanoseconds to --^ 1 millisecond can be measured using 
timing relative to a germanium detector gamma-ray decay signal with standard NIM 
logical electronics.
1.3 T h e N eu tro n -D efic ien t N  ^  Z  AO N u c lid es
The proton drip line between ggNi and g^Sn has been carefully mapped in frag­
mentation studies [34, 35]. Above A > 70 the odd-odd N  = Z  nuclei lie on the proton 
drip line, with the exception of because are particle bound [35, 36, 37]. The 
proton drip line at this point lies 10 or 11 neutrons away from the stable isotopes as 
is seen in figure 1.5. The proton drip line, the point at which the proton separation 
energy (5'p) becomes negative, as determined in the atomic mass evaluation of 2003 [4] 
is indicated in this plot by the red line. Nuclei which lie to the left of this line can 
decay by proton emission from the ground state. The odd-even staggering effect of the 
proton drip line can also been seen here, indicating the extra binding energy availible 
in the pairing of nucleons. The nuclei studied in the work presented in this thesis are 
indicated in blue.
The mass parabolas for the A =  82 and 86 isotopic chains are plotted in figure 
1.6. In both cases the Tz = 0 nucleus is the last bound isotope on the neutron deficient 
side. Note in these plots that the even-even isobars possess extra binding compared to 
the neighbouring odd-odd isobars.
As neutron and proton numbers move away from closed shells, where nuclei are
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Figure 1.6: Atomic masses of the A = 82 and A = 86 isobars. The stable 
isobars are ^^Kr, ^‘^Se, ^^Sr and ^^Kr. ^^Nb and are also the lightest bound 
Z = 41,43 isotope respectively. The blue and red lines show the odd-odd and 
even-even mass parabolas respectively.
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Figure 1.7: Predictions of ground-state deformations of nuclei in the fpg
shell calculated with a hnite-range droplet macroscopic model and the folded- 
Yukawa single-particle microscopic model, taken from reference [38].
mostly spherical, deformed shapes can become more favourable. In the fpg  shell there 
is a low density of single-particle orbitals near the Fermi surface which nucleons can 
occupy. These orbitals also have similar energies for both the neutrons and protons. If 
a deformed shape becomes favourable the effect is magnified by the similarity between 
the neutron and proton orbitals. This can lead to dramatic differences in the shape of 
nuclei with very similar proton and neutron numbers. Predictions of the ground state 
deformations of nuclei between ^®Ni and ^°°Sn calculated with a hnite-range droplet 
macroscopic model and the folded-Yukawa single-particle microscopic model [38] are 
shown in hgure 1.7. A sharp transition from prolate to oblate and back to prolate 
shapes can be seen along the N  = Z  line in the centre of the plot.
The nucleus 43TC43 is currently the heaviest odd-odd, N  = Z  system in which 
internal de-excitations have been identihed. During an experiment at GANIL in 1999 
[39], an isomer was identihed in this nucleus with the observation of two gamma rays 
(hgure 1.8) and a measured mean lifetime of 1.6 ±  0.3 p,s.
The two observed transitions were interpreted as being isobaric analogue states 
of the even-even neighbour, 42M044. From inspection of the single-particle energy levels
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Figure 1.8: Spectrum of delayed gamnm-rays from produced in an
experiment at G ANIL in 1999. The inset is the associated time spectrum. 
Taken from reference [39].
available in this region, it was suggested that the isomer had a spin of 5 and was of 
a T =  0 character. Therefore the gamma-ray decay of the isomeric state was thought 
to be feeding, via an unobserved Ml or El transition, the /^=4+, T = 1 state of the 
ground-state band.
Evidence was also provided in the same experiment for an isomeric state in ^iNb^^. 
Low statistics prevented the identification of any descrete gamma rays in that work.
The purpose of this thesis is to present new experimental results for these heavy 
self-conjugate nuclei. The recent results come from an experiment performed in Febru­
ary 2006 as part of the RISING Stopped Beam campaign at GSI. Evidence is presented 
for the T = 1 neutron-proton pairing interaction to be dominant over its T =  0 coun­
terpart. In addition the experiment has allowed the identification of three previously 
unreported isomeric states in 87,88^  ^ and ‘^^ Nb.
A theoretical background is presented in Chapter 2 followed by a summary of the 
relevant experimental techniques in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 outlines the data analysis 
procedures employed to obtain the final results which are presented and discussed in 
Chapter 5.
Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 R a d io a ctiv e  D eca y
Many nuclei can gain stability by changing their configuration in some way 
through the process of radioactive decay. Radioactive decay can take place either 
within a nucleus, that is, de-exciting a nuclear state by emission of a gamma ray or an 
internal conversion electron, or between different nuclei by either changing the nature 
of one or more of its constituent pai’ts (beta decay) or by ejecting one or more nucleons 
(proton emission, alpha decay etc.). The processes relevant to the work presented in 
this thesis are described in more detail in the following sections.
2.1.1 L ifetim es o f N uclear S tates
The mean lifetime, r, of an excited state is related to the intrinsic energy width, 
r ,  by the Heisenberg Uncertainty principle [40] so that
FT =  a (2 .1)
hwhere h is Planck's constant divided by 27T, —  =  1.05 x  10 Js. The mean lifetime27T
is related to the half-life, t i ,  by the decay constant, A so that
r  =  -  (2.2)
and
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ln{2)t i  — -  (2.3)
therefore
= hi(2)r (2.4)
where A is the sum of all decay constants for all possible modes of decay.
2.1.2 B e ta  D ecay
Beta decay is the process by which a nucleon changes from a proton to a neutron, 
or vice versa. Charge conservation laws necessitate the creation of an electron or 
positron at the same time and this leads to the requirement for the creation of an anti­
neutrino or neutrino to satisfy lepton conservation rules. The two allowed processes
are [16, 41],
n —> p -1-e " Fê (2.5)
p —> n + Ue (2 .6)
The former is p~ decay and the latter /3+ decay. decay competes with a 
second process in which an atomic electron, usually from the lowest electron orbital (K 
shell), and a proton are transformed into a neutron. This is known as electron capture 
and can be summarised by.
p + e —> n 4- z^e (2.7)
There are several different classes of beta decay dependent on the amount of 
angular momentum transferred and the parity of the initial and final states. Each of 
these classes have different half-lives due to the degree of overlap between the wave 
functions of the initial and final states. Table 2.1 shows the different classifications of
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beta decay with their corresponding selection rules [16]. Note that the titles of allowed 
and forbidden are used for describing beta decay, however forbidden is misleading as 
the decay is not actually forbidden but is simply less likely (and therefore slower) than 
allowed decays. The difference between allowed and forbidden decays is that forbidden 
decays require an amount of orbital angular momentum to be transferred in addition 
to the intrinsic spins of the particles involved. If the intrinsic spins of the electron and 
neutrino are coupled in an anti-parallel fashion the decay is known as Fermi decay, if 
the spins are parallel then the decay is Gamow-Teller in nature.
Beta-decay probabilities can be compared by log f t  values. The value, f t  is the 
comparative half-life [16],
where g is the beta-decay strength (0.88 x [16]) and \Mfi\ is the nuclear
matrix element. The dependence of the decay probability on the maximum electron 
energy, Eq  ^ and the atomic number, Z', of the daughter nucleus is incorporated into 
the Fermi integral, f{Z ',E o), so the log f t  value changes only with the nuclear matrix 
element, \Mf i \ .  Small log f t  values indicate a lai'ge overlap in the nuclear wave functions 
of the initial and final states and correspond to fast transitions. Typical log f t  values 
for the different classifications of beta decay are shown in the right-hand column of 
table 2.1 (these values are taken from [16]).
2.1.3 G am m a D ecay
Gamma decay is the mechanism by which a nucleus in an excited state loses 
energy and angular momentum by emitting a photon. The restriction of conservation 
laws create selection rules for the permissible values of energy (E)^ angular momentum 
(L) and parity (Att) which a gamma-ray transition may possess. The energy of a 
gamma-ray transition between states of energy and E/ is approximately equal to,
Ery = Ei — E f (2.9)
the emitting nucleus experiences a small amount of recoil due to the conservation of 
momentum therefore the gamma ray has slightly less energy than the full value of
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Table 2.1: Beta decay selection rules for the change in angular momentum, 
A / ,  and parity, A tt [16]. Note that second, third and fourth forbidden process 
can also change the spin by less then stated below but those transitions would 
favour lower order decay processes, such as hrst forbidden.
Class A I A tt log f t
(Super)Allowed, Fermi 0 no 2.9-S.7
Allowed, Gamow-Teller 0,1 no 4.4-6.0
First Forbidden, Fermi 0,1 yes 6-10
First Forbidden, Gamow-Teller 0 ,1,2 yes 6-10
Second Forbidden 2,3 no 10-13
Third Forbidden 3,4 yes 13-21
Fourth Forbidden 4,5 no 22-24
Ei  — E f .  The angular momentum of the transition can take several different values but 
is restricted to the range of
(2.10)
and the parity change of the transition is dependent on the polarity of the transition 
so that decays that are electric in nature have a parity change of
N7t{EL) = ( - 1)^ 
and those of a magnetic nature have parity
( 2 .11)
A niM L )  =  (-1 ) L+l (2 .12)
where L is again the angular momentum of the transition. It is usual that more than 
one multipole of transition will satisfy these selection rules. In these cases it will be the 
lowest order multipole which dominates the transition and has the largest transition 
probability [16, 42],
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87t(L + 1) (  E. 2L +1'1
-  hL{[2L + l)l!)2 j
where B{XL) is the reduced transition probability for a transition of multipolarity, A, 
which carries L units of angular momentum and E^ in MeV of energy. These reduced 
transition probabilities are given by the reduced matrix elements
B { E X - . k - I f )  = , ^ ^ \ ( f \ Q i , \ f , Ÿ  (2.14)
for transitions of an electric nature and
B ( M A : / i - 7 / )  =  ^ ^ K / |A / 4 | i ) P  (2.15)
for magnetic transitions where Ql and Ml are the electric and magnetic multipole 
operators respectively. Transition probabilities are often stated in Weisskopf units to 
give a feeling for the approximate and relative magnitude of the transition rate. The 
transition strengths in terms of the Weisskopf estimates [42] are given by
B{W u  : EL) = (2.16)
for electric transitions and
10 /  3 \   ^ /  eh yB iW u  : M L) =  - 1.2- -  (^ — j  (2.17)
for magnetic transitions where A is the atomic mass and M  is the single nucleon mass. 
Figure 2.1 shows the Weisskopf estimates for different multipolarity transitions in ®®Tc 
for energies between 50 and 1000 keV.
Isospin Selection R ules
Additional selection rules which consider isospin exist for electromagnetic tran­
sitions [12]. The isospin of the initial, and final, 7}, states must be considered.
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Figure 2.1: Weisskopf estimates for decay half-lives of different multipolarity 
transitions in of energies between 50 and 1000 keV.
Electromagnetic transitions which change the isospin between initial and final states 
(AT = Tf — Ti ^  0) are known as isovector transitions. Transitions which do not 
change isospin (AT = 0) are isoscalar. A selection rule for any gamma-ray transition 
in any nucleus is that the isospin cannot change by more than 1 unit so that, AT =  0 
or dbl. The only exception to this rule is for electric dipole (El) transitions in Tg=0 
nuclei where there must be a change in isospin, AT = ±1.
2.1 .4  Internal C onversion
A decay process which competes with the gamma-ray emission of excited nuclear 
states is the mechanism of internal conversion. The transition energy (the difference 
between the inital and final states. Et = — Ef, minus a small amount for the
recoiling nucleus) is passed directly to an atomic electron. The kinetic energy, E^, 
of the electron following its emission from the atom is equal to the energy difference 
between the transition energy and the binding energy of that electron so that
Ek = Et — Bi (2.18)
where Bi is the binding energy for an electron in the i^  ^ electron shell. Following 
internal conversion there is a vacancy in the electron orbital from which the electron
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was removed. This vacancy is filled by an electron from a higher orbital and as such 
an X ray or Auger electron is emitted.
The Internal Conversion Coefficient (ICC) [16], of a transition is the prob­
ability of an electron from the electron shell competing with gamma-ray emission 
and is equal to
c^ i = (2.19)Iry
where and are the intensities of the competing processes. It follows that the 
total internal conversion coefficient, Œto t , is the sum of the probabilities of internal 
conversion from all occupied electron shells so
q > t o t  — ct/c T ckl T o^m +  ••• (2.20)
and the total decay probability is
I t o t  — ^ 7 ( 1  +  <^ t o t ) ( 2 . 2 1 )
The values of internal conversion coefficients change with Z, the transition en­
ergy, and the multipolarity, \L  of the transition so that the internal conversion 
coefficients for transitions of an electric and magnetic nature [16] are
( x { EL)  ~  I ——— I (2.22)
and
where Z  is the atomic number, n  is the principle quantum number of the electron shell 
and L is the multipolarity of the transition of energy, Et [16]. The total conversion 
coefficients for technetium {Z = 43) for various multipolarity transitions of energies 
ranging between 40 and 1000 keV are shown in figure 2.2 .
‘± V (  t o / t o
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F igure 2.2: Total internal conversion coefficients for various multipolarity
transitions in Tc of energies between 40 and 1000 keV.
2.1.5 P roton  D ecay
Direct proton emission is the de-excitation of a nuclear state by the ejection of 
a proton [6]. In some cases this state can be the ground state of a nucleus and in 
others an excited state which lies above the proton separation energy, Sp. The theory 
of proton emission is a simple quantum tunnelling problem through a potential barrier 
which is comprised of a coulomb and a centrifugal contribution. The situation is a 
little more complex for alpha decay in which the alpha particle must first be formed 
inside the nucleus, requiring the inclusion of a preformation factor.
The potential barrier can be modelled with a nuclear potential [43]. The addition 
of a centrifugal part then comes from the orbital angular momentum, /, of the orbital 
from which the proton is emitted. With this information WKB calculations can be 
performed to accurately predict the proton partial half-life in the decay. Conversely 
a measurement of the half-life and proton energy of a proton decay can give accurate 
information on the occupancy and position of single-particle orbitals.
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2.2  T h eo retica l N u clear  M o d els  and C a lcu la tion s
Many theoretical models exist to describe nuclear systems, their behaviour and 
properties. The aim of any nuclear model is to accurately predict the structure and 
evolution of structure in a large range of nuclei. Some models approach this problem by 
describing the behaviour of the individual constituents of the nucleus, the protons and 
neutrons, and examining how their interactions effect the properties of the nucleus as a 
whole. Other models talce a rather different approach and assume the nucleus is a single 
entity, such as a liquid drop, and use collective excitations and behaviour to describe 
observed nuclear properties. These two approaches are known as microscopic and 
macroscopic approaches respectively [15, 42, 44, 45]. Both have shown great success at 
describing many aspects of nuclear behaviour and properties. Some specific theoretical 
models are described in further detail below.
2.3  T h e In d ep en d en t S in g le -P a rtic le  M o d el
The nuclear shell model is based on the concept that neutrons and protons in the 
nucleus fill shells in sequential order and, when full, these shells form an inert core. 
Any nucleons which occupy an unfilled shell (‘valence’ nucleons) are then responsible 
for the behaviour of excitations in the nucleus. This idea is analogous to the atomic 
shell model which shows excellent agreement with observed atomic data. The nuclear 
shell model also has many successes such as predicting the stable magic numbers (2, 
8 , 20, 28, 40, 50, 82, 126) [46]. Around these shell closures, where there are only a few 
valence nucleons, the observed level structures of nuclei can be very well described by 
the shell model.
In order to recreate the level structure seen in nuclei using the shell model the 
nucleons are described as occupying discrete orbits in a spherically symmetric potential, 
V"(?'). The form of the potential and the degree of degeneracy is extremely important if 
the empirically observed structure is to be reproduced accurately. The potential V(r) 
is created by the nucleons themselves and has a range of around 1 fm (the approximate 
range of the nucleon-nucleon force). A simple potential that can be used initially is 
the Simple Harmonic Oscillator (SHO) potential of the form
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y (r)  =  (2.24)
where m is the mass of the particle in the potential, w is the rotational frequency of 
that particle and r is the orbital radius from the centre of mass. If we solve the time 
independent Schrodinger equation
\4>) = E\^ i>) (2.25)
for nucleons in the SHO potential we can extract the eigenvalues of energy E. If the 
results are for a three dimensional oscillator then the eigenvalues E^i can be written 
as (2ri -f I - \)%L0  where the lowest value of n i s i .  The levels produced are shown on 
the left side of figure 2.3 (taken from [47]). The levels are split only by the principal 
quantum number, # ,  but the magic numbers up to 40 are reproduced correctly. Above 
this point there is disagreement. It is clear the SHO is a good approximation to the 
potential at low values of r, i.e. close to the centre of the potental, but the SHO 
tends to infinity for larger r. The real nucleai' potential is short range and therefore 
additional degeneracy and some modification is required.
The Woods-Saxon potential [48] takes the form
VbV{r) = ------ ^  (2.26)
1 4 - 6  “
where r is the radial distance from the centre of the potential, a is the surface diffuseness 
term (an indication of how quickly the potential reduces to zero), and R q =  1.2A&fm 
{Ro is the distance at which the potential drops to half that of Vq). Using this potential 
in calculating single-particle energy levels has the effect of splitting the degeneracy of 
the SHO levels and lowering the state of largest orbital angular momentum, /, in each 
A group. These results are displayed in the centre of figure 2.3.
To reproduce the complete set of observed magic numbers a spin-orbit term is 
needed. As suggested independently by Mayer [46] and Haxel, Jensen and Suess [49], 
this term is of the form.
Vi.s = -V is —^ l . s  (2.27)
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F igure 2.3: The single-particle energy levels of the shell model derived from 
Left: A Simple Harmonic Oscillator (SHO) potential, Centre: Woods-Saxon 
potential and, Right: A Woods-Saxon potential plus spin-orbit (l^s) term. 
The level labels are of the following form: In square brackets is the maximum 
occupancy of that level, the number of particles if all levels up to and including 
that level are fully occupied, and the name of the level in the form Nl(jx2) 
where N  is the major oscillator shell, I the orbital angular momentum, and j  
the total angular momentum. This figure is taken from reference [47].
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where I and s are the orbital angular momentum and intrinsic spin vectors respectively. 
Vis is a strength constant. The introduction of this term splits the degeneracy further 
and again lowers the state of largest total angular momentum (j), this time from each 
I group. As already mentioned, and demonstrated on the right side of figure 2.3, the 
magic numbers close to stability are now reproduced correctly.
The nuclear shell model tends to have more difficulty describing the structure 
of nuclei away from closed shells where collective modes of excitation become more 
important. Another area in which the shell model often fails is in describing high-spin 
structures which are often collective in nature. These shortcomings are due to the fact 
that, to describe these structures, nucleons must be promoted out of the inert core. 
Once more valence nucleons are available to couple to higher angular momenta, more 
states ai'e available to mix and produce collective structures. To describe these nuclei 
macroscopic models are often used which describe the global properties of the nuclear 
matter instead of the behaviour of individual constituents.
2 .4  T h e S h ell M o d el
The shell model is essentially the independent single-particle model plus some 
residual interactions. These residual interactions are included as a perturbation but 
can often have very dramatic effects on the level schemes calculated for nuclei.
2.4.1 T he C oupling o f A ngular M om enta
A single nucleon has an intrinsic spin, s, of ~ and an orbital angular momentum, 
I. These quantities couple to a total angular momentum, j, such that j  = I -b s.
Each nuclear orbital of angular momentum, j, has 2J+1 magnetic substates of 
angular momentum, mj, where rrij can talce the values — j  < rrij < j.  The permissible 
values of total angular momentum, J, to which nucleons can couple in a multiparticle 
configuration of n particles in an orbital of angular momentum, j, can be derived using 
the m-scheme. The Pauli principle prevents identical particles from occupying the same 
rrij substate and therefore the maximum possible coupling of angular momentum is
n[n — 1)
<^max ~  "^ 3 n (2.28)
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for a li” J) configuration. The approach of the m-scheme is to systematically couple all 
combinations of M  (where M =  m  ^ T mg...m^) for all pai’ticles in all substates. When 
all combinations are determined it is only those values of J  for which a complete set of 
M  substates (i.e. M = J, J  — 1 — (J  — 1) , —J) exist that are the permissible total 
angular momentum couplings.
The angular momenta for the ground states of odd-odd nuclei are determined 
by the coupling of the angular momentum of the last two valence nucleons. All other 
nucleons form S=0 pairs and therefore do not contribute any angular momentum. 
The allowed couplings of the last proton and neutron are given by the Gallagher and 
Moszkowski selection rules [50] where
1 1
J  =  j p - b  j n  if jp  == ±  Ô =
1 1 (2 29)~  \jp jn\  if jp  ~  p^ ^  2 jn  — T  2
2.4.2 T he Pairing In teraction
The pairing interaction was introduced to recreate the observed nuclear data 
on properties such as binding energies [4], neutron and proton separation energies 
[14], angular momentum of nuclear ground states and the low density of states at low 
excitation energy in even-even nuclei when compared to odd-odd nuclei. All these 
data show a lowering of the first 0'  ^ state in even-even nuclei. The pairing interaction 
recreates this effect without affecting any other states. So if a pairing interaction is the 
only residual interaction that is applied to a configuration which is formed by a pair 
of nucleons in equivalent orbits of total angular momentum j  then the spectrum will 
consist of a low-lying 0"^  state and a degenerate multiplet of states up to spin 2j  — 1. 
At the centre of figure 2.4 is an example of this for a j  =  (7/2)^ configuration.
2.4.3 T he ô Interaction
The Ô interaction is a residual interaction which acts on the angular part of the 
wave function of a multi-particle configuration. The greatest effect is seen when the 
angular momentum coupling is at a minimum or maximum. If no residual interaction 
were present then all J  values of a particular configuration would have the same energy 
value, i.e. they would be degenerate (shown to the left of figure 2.4). The 5 interaction
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F igure 2.4: The level structure of a j=  (7/2)^ configuration with, from left to 
right, no residual interaction, a pairing interaction, and a ô function interaction 
applied.
applies an energy shift to each J  value and can recreate the observed relative energy 
spacings in even-even nuclei close to doubly-magic nuclei. An example can be seen on 
the right-hand side of figure 2.4 for a j  = (7/2)^ configuration.
2.4 .4  T w o-State M ixing
The configurations of two states which possess the same spin and parity can be­
come mixed. If the initial, unperturbed levels have energies E\ and Eg respectively 
and they can be described by the wave functions <f)\ and 0g then an interaction be­
tween them of V  will result in a mixing matrix element of {(f>i\V\(l)2 ) . The amount of 
wavefunction mixing depends on the initial energy separation of the two unperturbed 
states, AEu =  (Eg — E J , and on the magnitude of the mixing matrix element. Small 
mixing matrix elements can still result in large changes to the energies of the states 
if the initial separation of the levels is also small. As described by Casten [15], great 
simplification of the relationship between the unperturbed and perturbed states can 
be achieved by defining the ratio.
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R  — AE,V (2.30)
between the unperturbed energy difference and the strength of the mixing matrix 
element (here, and from this point onwards, V  has been used to represent {(pi\V\(j)2 ))‘ 
In this way the perturbed energies, E / and E j/, of the two states can be represented 
as.
1 AE„
E i  — ^(-Gi +  E g) — \^
and.
1  ^ AEu
E j i  — -(E l +  Eg) H — 1 +
The perturbed wave functions of the two states are.
(2.31)
(2.32)
6i =  a(j)i + [3(j)2 (2.33)
and,
6/7 — —^4>i + 01(1)2 (2.34)
where
\R / 2-j1 + 2 + ^
(2.35)
and, +  /?^  =  1.
Two states which can mix and approach each other as a function of some structure 
effect (i.e. deformation) will never actually cross. They will repel each other and never 
get closer than twice the mixing matrix element. The point at which the states are the
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Oblate Spherical Prolate
F igure 2.5: Schematic representation of axially symmetric nuclear shapes
151].
closest is known as the inflection point and after this point the states move away from 
each other again. The wave functions following the inflection point will be dominated 
by the unperterbed wave function of the other state. This non-crossing of the states 
is so called because states which do not mix would have maintained their trajectories 
and crossed each other at the inflection point.
The situation of multistate mixing can be treated as a series of two-state mixings. 
If there are N  degenerate states which can all mix with equal matrix elements then 
the net result will be a lowering of one state by (N  — 1)U, and a raising of each other 
state by V. The wave function of the lowered state will be completely mixed so that
^lowered /   ^ /r;— Ç i
^lowered = (2.36)
2.5 D efo rm a tio n  and  N u clear  S h ap es
At and around closed shells, nuclei in their ground states assume a spherical 
shape. As we move away from these regions, interactions and mixing between single­
particle orbitals lead to shell gaps appearing away from sphericity. This leads to many 
nuclei having a non-spherical ground state [52, 53]. The volume of a sphere of radius, 
Ro, is
V =  (2.37)
The surface of a deformed shape of the same volume, V, can be described by the radius 
pointing vector, R, from the origin to the surface [42] as
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R = R{9, (/)) = Ro I 1 +  ojoo +  ^  </>) I (2.38)V A = 1  j u = —A /
where croo is a constant describing the changes in the nuclear volume [42],
“ 00 -  ^  l“ A/i|^ , (2.39)
A>l,p
and axfi are the expansion coefficients for the spherical harmonics, Yxp, of order A. 
The expansion coefficients for quadrupole deformation (A — 2) can be written in Hill- 
Wheeler [54] coordinates as
“ 20 =  /^ 2COS7  (2.40)
0:22 =  sin 7  (2.41)V 3-
Higher order shapes ai'e also possible such as octupole (A =  3) and hexadecapole 
(A =  4).
Deformed nuclei are often described as oblate (flattened sphere) or prolate (rugby 
ball) depending on whether the value of /? is negative or positive (see figure 2.5).
Nuclei of an intermediate shape with three principal axes having different radii can be
described as triaxial.
2.5.1 A ngular M om entum  Q uantum  N um bers
The total angular momentum, j ,  of a nucleon is equal to the vector sum of its 
orbital angular momentum. I, and the intrinsic spin, s. When the nucleon is orbiting 
in an axially symmetric deformed potential it is possible to describe these quanta in 
terms of their projections onto the symmetry axis. The projections of a single nucleon’s 
orbital angular momentum and intrinsic spin are labelled A and S respectively and the 
sum of these two values gives the projection of the total angular momentum, Q. The K  
quantum number is the projection of the total angular momentum along the symmetry 
axis of all single particle angular momenta plus the rotational angular momentum of 
the nucleus as a whole, R. Figure 2.6 illustrates these relationships.
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F igure 2.6: Schematic representation of the quantum numbers associated
with an axially symmetric deformed nucleus. Taken from reference [55].
2.6 T h e N ilsso n  M o d el
The Nilsson model [56] is a shell model based in a deformed potential. The 
introduction of a deformed potential changes the picture of the nucleus profoundly. The 
potential is no longer symmetric about all axes therefore each orbital can be described 
according to its orientation with respect to the symmetry axis. In fact each j  orbital 
also undergoes a splitting of its magnetic substates so that each individual substate has 
an orbital plane at a different angle to the symmetry axis (figure 2.7). These magnetic 
substates can be labelled by the value of their angular momentum projections along 
the symmetry axis, If. The energy of a nucleon in one of these orbitals will in part 
depend on the angle of that orbital, 0, which is approximatly equal to sin^X^Vj)- If 
the orbital motion is close to the bulk of the nuclear matter, with a small value of Q, 
then the energy of the nucleon will be much lower than when in an orbital with a large 
angular momentum projection so that the nucleon is orbiting further away from the 
rest of the nucleons. The difference in energy between each magnetic substate orbital 
will increase as a function of the deformation, /?. The energy of each magnetic substate 
will be affected by any orbitals in the vicinity which have the same value of K  (recall 
section 2.4.4 on two-state mixing). It is with these considerations that the Nilsson 
diagram may be constructed to plot the evolution in energy of the nuclear orbitals 
with respect to deformation, figure 2.8 (taken from reference [57]).
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2
F igure 2.7: The a,ngular splitting of a gg/-2 state into its individual magnetic 
substates in a deformed potential. Adapted from reference [15].
Each of the Nilsson orbitals can be labelled with a unique set of quantum numbers. 
The naming system takes the form of,
(2.42)
where K  is the projection of the angular momentum onto the symmetry axis, tt is 
the parity of the orbital, N  is the principal quantum number indicating which major 
oscillator shell the orbital originates from, is the number of nodes in the wave 
function in the direction of the symmetry axis, and A is the orbital angulai* momentum 
projection along the symmetry axis. The value of K  equals A ±  E (where E = |)  
depending on the alignment of the intrinsic angular momentum.
In the axially deformed picture it would be expected that a rotational band be 
built on each of these intrinsic states. The energies of the excited states in a rotational 
band built on a state of angular momentum K  relative to the energy of the band head 
can be described as [15],
E r o t ( J )  — —[«/(«/ + 1) — K [K  +  1)1 47
where J  is the angular momentum of the state, and j  is the moment of inertia.
(2.43)
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F igure 2.8: Nilsson diagram for protons or neutrons, Z, N  < 60 (64
Taken from reference [57].
= 0).
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2 .7  B C S  C a lcu la tion s
In 1957 a method of explaining superconductivity in metals as a macroscopic 
quantum effect was worked out by J. Bardeen, L. Cooper and R. Schrieffer. The theory 
was named BCS theory [58, 59] and proposes that conduction band electrons of opposite 
spins in the metal are forced, by interactions with the highly polarized ion lattice, to 
form Cooper pairs. The Pauli exclusion principle prevents fermions (electrons) from 
occupying the same quantum state so at low temperature all the states are filled to the 
Fermi surface. If the fermions form Cooper pairs they may act as bosons and, instead 
of being bound by the Pauli principle, can form a Bose-Einstein condensate allowing 
the system to achieve a much lower energy.
Protons and neutrons are also fermions and it has been found that BCS theory 
can be used to describe multhquasiparticle configurations in nuclei [60]. The moment 
of inertia, j, of a nuclear ground state is lower than would be expected for a rigid rotor 
where all the nucleons act independently of each other. This lower moment of inertia 
is explained by the superfiuid nature of the nucleus. As in superconducting metals, 
the superfluidity is lost as the pairing of fermions breaks down. This occurs in nuclei 
with an increase in the internal energy or as the rotational frequency is increased [61]. 
In the case of rotation, as the pairs are broken the angular momenta of the individual 
nucleons align with the rotation vector, I, and increase the moment of inertia towards 
that of a rigid body.
2.7.1 P rojected  Shell M odel
The Projected Shell Model (PSM) [62, 63, 64] is a shell model calculation in which 
the model space is built in a deformed basis. This allows large truncations of the model 
space by only selecting the important quasi-particle states near the Fermi surface. Such 
large truncations mean the PSM can be used for nuclei which, in standard shell model 
calculations, would require an impossibly large valence space.
The approach taken by the PSM is to calculate quasi-particle states using a BCS 
approach in a deformed Nilsson -h BCS vacuum |^). Projections are then applied to 
restore rotational symmetry by forming a spherical basis in the laboratory frame. The 
final step is a diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in this spherical basis.
The quasiparticle conflgurations for various systems in the PSM are [62, 65]
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Doubly even nucleus : |0), al^alJO), 4 ^ 4 jO ),
Doubly odd nucleus : 4 4 1
where are quasiparticle creation operators, iy and t t  refer to the Nilsson quantum 
numbers which represent the quasiparticle states near the Fermi surface and |0) is the 
Nilsson +  BCS vacuum or 0-quasiparticle state. The quantum number K  is a valid 
quantum number for these states as axial symmetry is maintained from the Nilsson 
states. K  can therefore be used to label the basis states. The Hamiltonian used in 
PSM calculations is of separable forces [62]
^  =  A  -  1 X E  -  G'm A P  - G q ^ P I P ^ ,  (2.44)12 H
where Hq is the spherical single-particle Hamiltonian including a spin-orbit force, the 
second term is the quadr up ole- quadr up ole {Q-Q) interaction, the third and fourth 
terms aie the monopole and quadrupole pairing interactions respectively. Residual 
neutron-proton interactions have been shown [66] to be essential in PSM calculations 
for all types of nuclei and is included in the Q-Q term.
The eigenvalue equation for a given spin I  is of the form
=  0. (2.45)
k'
where the Hamiltonian and norm matrix elements are defined by
ffL ' =  K . '  = (2.46)
and P^j^t is the angular-momentum projection operator. The expectation values of 
the Hamiltonian with respect to a “rotational band called the band
energies. PSM results are usually interpreted with the aid of a band diagram [62] where 
the band energies are plotted as a function of spin.
PSM calculations have been peformed for the odd-odd, N  = Z  nuclei ^^Nb and 
®*^ Tc. The results are shown and discussed in sections 5.1 and 5.3 respectively.
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2.7.2 P otentia l-E nergy-Surface C alculations
A knowledge of the shape of a nucleus is of vital importance to understanding 
the structural features present. The degree of deformation is essential in determining 
observable quantities such as quadrupole moments, moments of inertia, band-crossing 
frequencies and decay properties. The shape and amount of deformation of a nucleus 
can change with angular momentum and excitation energy so it is important to have 
a method of calculating the shape for a specific multiquasiparticle configuration. It 
is for this reason that F.R. Xu [67] has developed configuration-constrained potential- 
energy-siuface calculations which account for the 7  degree of freedom.
The calculation proceeds as an iteration for all coordinates of the deformation 
parameters, /?2 and 7 , to find the minimum total energy with respect to the hexade­
capole deformation, /?4, for each individual point. The calculation is constrained for 
a specific multi-quasiparticle configuration in a given nucleus so that the total energy
[67] is given by,
Etot{(^2i 7 ) Pa) = E ldm +  +  Eln (2.47)
where there are contributions from a macroscopic term, El dm , a microscopic term. 
Es,  and a pairing energy term, E^n . The contribution from the macroscopic term is 
found using the Liquid-Drop Model (LDM) with the parameters described in reference
[68],
A Strutinski shell correction [69, 70] is included as the microscopic term to cor­
rect for the increased stability of nuclides observed around magic numbers. In the 
calculations of F.R, Xu et al the single-particle energy levels are calculated using a 
non-axially deformed Woods-Saxon potential. The deviation of binding energy around 
shell boundaries is related to the level density, g{e), so that the microscopic term is 
given by,
Es =  —2 f  g{e) e de (2.48)J —00
where p is the Fermi energy and g[e) is the mean energy density of single-particle states 
at energy e.
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The pairing term is configuration dependent and uses a process of diabatic block­
ing to follow specific quasiparticles occupying specific orbitals as the deformation is 
changed. If an orbital is occupied then it is blocked to other quasiparticles. Orbitals 
are tracked by examining the expectation values of the approximate quantum numbers 
(Af), (n^), (A) and (|n |) (see sections 2.5.1 and 2.6), so even if orbitals cross one another 
the blocking is still handled in the correct manner. In this Lipkin-Nogami treatment 
of pairing [7, 70] the pairing contribution is given by
Eln =  ^  ^kj +  ^  — G ^  vl 4- G-— -— - — 4À2 ^  (ukVk)"^  (2.49)
j = l  kj^kj k ^ k j
where S  is the seniority of the proton and neutron configurations corresponding to the 
number of orbitals blocked by single particles with index kj, N  is the proton or neutron 
number and Ag is the Lagrange multiplier. This multiplier is a function of and 
and on the monopole pairing strength, G, calculated from the odd-even nuclear mass 
difference. and are the probability amplitudes for the orbital being occupied 
or unoccupied by a pair of particles respectively so that
i % r + K r = i  (2.50)
2.8  Isom eric  N u c lea r  S ta te s
Isomeric states are long-lived excited nuclear states (see section 1.2). They can 
decay by a variety of mechanisms. The most common decay modes of isomeric states 
in nuclei are gamma-ray emission or beta decay. Several examples of direct proton 
emission from isomeric states have been observed in neutron-deficient nuclei [6], and 
there are many cases in the actinide nuclei of isomeric states which undergo spontaneous 
fission [71].
2.8.1 T he Seniority Schem e
The seniority scheme [72, 73] is a method of classifyii^S excited nuclear states 
by the number of unpaired nucleons involved in the configuration. For example if a 
=  8+ state were formed by the coupling of two gg/ 2  protons then that state would
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have a seniority of two (z/=2) as all nucleons are paired to J'  ^ =  0"^  except for two. 
To form states of higher spin it is necessary to break an additional pair of nucleons 
and increase the seniority. The state with the highest angular momentum of a given 
seniority is often found to be isomeric due to the de-excitation of the state being via a 
low-energy transition.
It is worth remembering that the labelling of this class of isomeric states as 
seniority isomers is perhaps misleading as the value of seniority is not changed in the 
decay of the isomer. Whereas in the case of most isomers the name indicates the 
property which is changing.
2.8.2 Shape Isom ers
Shape isomers occur when states in a second minimum of the nuclear potential 
surface are populated. This second mimimum has a different deformation to that of 
the ground-state mimimum and therefore there is a potential barrier between the two. 
Decay from these states can take the form of electromagnetic decays to the ground-state 
band (though hindered by the necessity of tunnelling through the potential barrier); 
by decaying to a different nucleus via alpha or beta decay; or by fissioning into two or 
more lighter nuclides. For a detailed review of isomeric states of this type see references 
[71, 74].
2.8 .3  Spin Traps
Spin trap isomeric states occur because of the need to conserve angular momen­
tum. An excited state of high spin can sometimes be formed with a low excitation 
energy and the only states available for it to decay to have much lower angular mo­
mentum. When a nuclear state decays via an electromagnetic transition the amount of 
nuclear spin removed from the system depends on the selection rules given in section 
2.1.3. As a general trend, the larger the change in angular momentum required in a 
decay, the smaller the probability, and longer the half-life of that transition.
2.8 .4  K  Isom ers
In deformed nuclei intrinsic excited states, and the bands built upon them, can 
be described by their projection quantum number of angular momentum onto the axis
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of symmetry, their value of K  (see section 2,5.1). An isomeric state can be formed 
when the decay from one of these band-head states to a state of lower energy has to
accommodate a large change in the angular momentum orientation (large change of
K) [75, 76]. This degree of forbiddenness can be chai'acterised as z/ =  A K  — A, where 
A is the multipole order of the transition and A K  is the difference in K  between in 
initial and final states.
A'-hindrance can be easily destroyed in the presence of A7-mixing caused by Cori- 
olis mixing, 7-deformation tunnelling or level density effects. The amount of /T-mixing 
can be quantitativly understood from the reduced hindrance [30],
/ .  =  (2.51)
where T'1/2 is the experimentally measured half-life and is the Weisskopf single­
particle estimate. Typical values of ft, for AT-isomers range between ft, = 10 and 100.
Chapter 3
Experim ental Techniques
3.1 N u clear  R ea ctio n  M ech an ism s
In order to determine if a model of the nucleus is correct requires that we inves­
tigate that nucleus experimentally. There are a limited number of nuclear properties 
that can be measured but each one gives some insight into the behaviour of nuclei. 
The majority of these properties are measured by observing nuclear decays.
There are two main ways of investigating nuclear decays: studying the decay of 
naturally occurring radioisotopes, or to produce nuclei in nuclear reactions and measure 
their decay. The former method greatly limits the number of different nuclei which can 
be studied as it relies on naturally occurring nuclei. Due to most radioactive decay 
being via beta or alpha emission these studies are also limited to relatively low-spin 
states.
Nuclear reactions such as fusion-evaporation [20, 22, 23, 24, 27, 77, 78, 79], pro­
jectile fragmentation [80, 81, 82, 83], deep-inelastic collisions [84, 85, 86] and induced- 
fission can produce many unstable nuclei including very exotic nuclei at the limits of 
stability [35] and/or to very high angular momentum [79, 87, 88]. Other reactions 
such as coulomb excitation [89] and pick-up/knock-out reactions [90, 91] can be used 
in a very controlled manner to extract precise information about the configuration of 
nuclear states.
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3.1.1 E xperim ental A ccess to  N = Z  N u c le i
The odd-odd N=Z nuclei are stable nuclei up to and including y^Ny, the even- 
even N=Z  nuclei are stable up to goCagQ. Several different types of reactions can 
be considered to study the N=Z  nuclei. These include Fusion-Evaporation [20, 22, 
23, 24, 27, 77, 78], Projectile Fragmentation [35, 39, 80, 81, 82, 83, 92, 93, 94] and 
Single-Particle Transfer [95]. Although the latter is not possible with stable beams and 
targets for the unstable N=Z nuclei, this mechanism is possible with radioactive beams 
in inverse kinematics [91]. Fusion-evaporation reactions have been used to study the 
even-even N=Z nuclei up to 4IR1144 [78] and the odd-odd N=Z nuclei up to 39Y39 [26]. 
Experimental access to the odd-odd N=Z nuclei above is much more difficult due 
to the N=Z  line lying along the proton drip line. It has however been possible to use 
fusion-evaporation reactions to study 4yAg4y and identify beta-decaying, beta-delayed 
proton emitting and proton-decaying isomeric states [96, 97, 98]. In this case the beta 
particle and/or proton were used as a tag to identify the extremely wealdy populated 
p3n evaporation reaction channel.
A restriction to just stable beams and targets means the only available fusion- 
evaporation reaction channel to populate 4iNb4 ,^ 43TC43, 45RI145 or 4yAg4y is the pSn 
channel. If we take ^®Tc as an example, the populating reaction would be ^^Ni(^^S,p3n) 
and the compound nucleus formed is 44R1146. The single neutron and proton separation 
energies, Sn and Sp, for ^°Ru are 13.870 (590) and 4.750 (360) MeV respectively [4]. 
Therefore it is much more probable that a proton, rather than a neutron, will be ejected 
from the compound nucleus. In the situation that the proton and neutron separation 
energies are similar, neutron evaporation is favoured over proton evaporation due to 
the effect of the coulomb barrier hindering the emission of protons. The even-even 
N=Z nuclei on the other hand can be populated via the 2n channel which, although 
the cross sections are small (^  ^ 5 -  10f.ib [78]), requires less excitation energy above 
the coulomb barrier meaning less reaction channels being available and the total fusion 
cross section being smaller.
An alternative reaction mechanism for studying the heavier N=Z  nuclei is projec­
tile fragmentation. Beams of ®^ Mo [39], °^®Cd [92, 93], ^^ '^ Ag (current work) and ^^^Sn 
[35] have been used to study this region. However, the cross sections for the heaviest 
N=Z  nuclei approaching ^®°Sn fall off dramatically (see experimental cross sections
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in Table I of reference [35] or calculated cross sections in section 3.1.2) when many 
neutrons and few protons have to be removed simultaneously (hot fragmentation).
Many of the heavier N=Z  nuclei have no information on their excited states so 
unambiguous particle identification, consisting of both isobaric and isotopic discrimi­
nation, is essential for studying these nuclei. One method by which this can be achieved 
is through the combination of a fragment separator, such as the Fragment Mass An­
alyzer (FMA) [99], for isobaric identification, and an ionization chamber for element 
(and therefore isotopic) identification through E, A E  measurements (~  Z), Alter­
natively for fusion-evaporation reactions, charged-particle detectors (for example Csl 
[100] or Si-strip [101] detectors) and neutron detectors [102] can be used to identify 
what reaction channel has been populated thus identifying the reaction product.
Another identification method could involve a previously identified isomeric state 
which exists in the nucleus of interest. The gamma decay from this isomeric state can 
be used as an identification tool [18].
In the current work projectile fragmentation techniques have been used to inves­
tigate the internal structure of the heavy odd-odd N=Z nuclei, ^Nb^^ and 43TC43.
3.1.2 P rojectile  F ragm entation  R eactions
Projectile fragmentation reactions happen at large beam energies (tens to hun­
dreds of MeV per nucleon) which means the nuclei are together for the shortest time 
possible (^10“^^  s). This length of time is comparable to or less than the orbital period 
of a single nucleon in the nucleus (the Fermi velocity) so all nucleons are effectively 
stationary with respect to the incident projectile. It is therefore not unreasonable to 
describe the first part of the reaction process, known as abrasion, as having no collec­
tive component. It is a nucleoii-nucleon interaction and the mean field does not play 
a role. The amount of nuclear matter which interacts (the participants) depends only 
on the overlap of the two nuclei. The other nucleons, those which do not talm part in 
the collision, are known as the spectators.
Following the abrasion part of the reaction the beam-like fragment (formed by 
the spectator nucleons of the beam nucleus) is still travelling at high energy with a 
velocity similar to that of the primary beam. The spectator nucleons of the target-like 
fragment remain nearly at rest. These two groups of nucleons are the pre-fragments of
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F igure 3.1: Schematic view o f the projectile fragmentation reaction process.
the reaction and the participant nucleons are removed as a pre-equilibrium emission.
The beam-like pre-fragment rearranges its constituent parts in an attempt to 
compensate for the loss of nucleons. Once a ‘compound nucleus’ is formed it is in a 
very hot excited state where particle-evaporation is possible. This second phase of the 
reaction mechanism is referred to as ablation.
In this fragmentation process it is possible to populate many different nuclear 
species therefore making it a useful tool with which to investigate the properties of 
highly exotic nuclei. This geometrical description is shown schematically in figure 3.1 
and discussed in further detail in references [103, 104].
E PA X  calculations
EPAX is a universal empirical parametrization of fragmentation cross sections 
developed by Siimmerer and Blank [105]. It is important to remember that these 
are only calculated total production cross sections and that in considering an actual 
production rate one must also account for the beam optics and interactions with beam 
line materials. Such factors are included in simulation programs such as LISE-H+, 
described in the following section. Cross sections predicted by the EPAX program for 
the nuclei of interest in this thesis are displayed in table 3.1.
Fragmentation cross sections fall rapidly as the proton drip line is approached. 
The removal of each additional neutron reduces the cross section by roughly an order 
of magnitude as is demonstrated in figure 3.2.
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Table 3.1: Cross sections predicted by EPAX [105] for the fragmentation of 
a primary beam for nuclei of interest to this thesis.
Nucleus Cross section (b)
94pd 1.62x10-^
96pd 1.98x10-®
1.04x10-^
^^Ru 1.12x 10-®
7.28x10-^
87TC 2.69x10-^
88Tc 5.52x10-®
3.03x10-®
8^ Nb 1.70x10-®
Pd -  1(
, I , , , I , , .1  
100 104 108
Rh,-10
(Z)
c / 3C /3 TcRu,-10 ,-10
NbMo,-10 yio
Fragment Mass A Fragment Mass A
Figure 3.2: Cross sections of the Pd, Rh, Ru, Tc, Mo and Nb isotopes
predicted by the EPAX program [105] for a primary beam.
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L IS E + +  Sim ulations
The program LISE-)—{- [106, 107] can be used to simulate an experiment involving 
fragmentation reactions and an electromagnetic spectrometer. The program considers 
a wide range of phenomena such as nuclear cross sections, ion-optics, energy losses 
in material, charge-state distributions and separator acceptance effects. Simulations 
are performed using a Monte Carlo approach to produce plots similar to those of 
real experimental data for direct comparison. Some examples of simulated data are 
compared with the current experimental data in section 4.4.
3.2 R IS IN G  at G SI
The Rare ISotope INvestigation at GSI (RISING) [108] is a collaboration involv­
ing physicists from over 30 institutions and more than 10 countries. The collaboration 
has run three distinct experimental campaigns between 2004 and 2007. Each campaign 
utilised relativistic projectile fragmentation (or fission) to produce exotic nuclei and 
the GSI FRagment Separator (FRS) [109] to identify the reaction products. The Fast 
Beam RISING campaign [110, 111, 112] focused on identifying prompt gamma-ray de­
cay in exotic nuclei; g-RISING [113] aimed to measure g-factors in exotic nuclei and 
the Stopped-Beam RISING campaign [114, 115] studied the gamma-ray decay from 
isomeric states populated in exotic nuclei.
3.3 T h e G SI A cce lera to r  S y stem
The accelerator system at GSI is comprised of a two step accelerating process. 
Ions are first accelerated to energies of around 11.5 MeV per nucleon by a linear ac­
celerator, UNILAC. On the way through the UNILAG ions are sequentially stripped 
of more and more of their electrons by passing through carbon foils. The stripping 
of atomic electrons from the ions increases the ionic charge and makes the high beam 
energies possible. Following the UNILAC the beams are then injected into the SIS-18 
synchrotron, with a circumference of 216 metres, and further accelerated to relativis­
tic energies. Extracted beams from the SIS-18 synchrotron have a momentum spread 
{6p = Ap/p) of less than 10“® [109] and can be delivered to many different experimental 
halls around the GSI complex for numerous types of experiments.
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Since 1992 this accelerating system at GSI has been able to provide heavy stable- 
ion beams from hydrogen to uranium at maximum energies ranging from 1 to 4.5 GeV 
per nucleon, depending on the mass of the ion. The maximum beam energies are 
limited by the maximum magnetic rigidity of the SIS-18 synchrotron of 18 Tm. Beam 
intensities are measured by the number of particles per spill and range from ~ 10^^  for 
Ne, to ~10® for ®^®Pb or Intensities are mainly dependent on the performance of 
the ion source for a particular nuclear species.
Each beam delivered by this system has an inherent time structure (spill struc­
ture) which is a result of multiple injections into the SIS-18 synchrotron from the 
UNILAC accelerator. The extraction time of the beam from the synchrotron can be 
adjusted to limit the counting rates in sensitive beam-line detectors in an experimen­
tal set up. In the current experiment typical spill structures consisted of a 5 second 
extraction period in a total cycle time of 30 seconds.
3 .4  T h e F R a g m en t S eparator
The GSI FRagment Separator (FRS) [109] is a high-resolution magnetic spec­
trometer designed to separate in mass and nuclear charge the final residue nuclei of the 
full mass range produced in projectile fragmentation reactions. The spectrometer is a 
symmetric two-stage device with a dispersive image plane (S2) between the two halves. 
A schematic diagram of the FRS is shown in figure 3.3. Each stage comprises of two 
similar magnetic groups of quadrupole and sextupole magnetic groups around a 30° 
dipole magnet. The dipole magnets provide a magnetic rigidity range from 5 to 18 Tm 
with a stability of ~10“  ^T. A quadrupole doublet at the entrance or exit to each dipole 
illuminates the magnetic volume and a triplet set provides the correct optics for the 
focal planes. Sextupole magnets are also positioned to enable finer adjustments to the 
optics. The total orbital length of the FRS is ^  70 m.
The inverse kinematics of this set up means the reaction products enter the FRS 
with relativistic energies, close to that of the primaiy beam. The motion of the ions in 
the magnetic fields of the separator is governed by the Lorentz force so ion trajectories 
are defined as,
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Figure 3.3: Schematic outline of the FRagment Separator (FRS) at GSI,
adapted from figure 7 of reference [109].
p mo uA  
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where B  is the magnetic field of the dipole magnets, p is the bending radius, p is the 
momentum of the ion, u is the nuclear mass unit, q is the ionic charge state of the 
fragment and e is the electric charge (1.6 x C). In this experiment the majority 
of the ions are fully stripped of their electrons therefore q = Z.
3.4.1 B eam  line D etectors o f th e  FRS
The FRS allows the transmission of multiple species of reaction products to its 
focal plane, therefore it is vital to achieve unambiguous particle identification of the 
ions. In the RISING set-up this is done with three types of beam line detector; plastic 
scintillators [116] for time-of-flight (ToF), transmission ionization chambers [117] for 
energy loss measurements, AE (~  Z), and Multiwire Proportional Chambers [118] 
for position measurements (necessary for determining the exact path length through 
the separator). By combining the data collected by these beam line detectors and the 
magnetic rigidity {Bp) of the dipole magnets, quantities such as the mass to chai’ge 
ratio, A/q, and the atomic number, Z, can be used to unambiguously identify which 
nuclear species has arrived at the focal plane. The following section describes the basic 
principles of each detector type. A schematic of the relative locations of the detectors 
at the focal plane of the FRS (S4) is shown in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic showing the relative positions of the beam line detec­
tors located at the final focal plane of the FRS (S4).
Scintillation D etectors
The scintillation detectors of the FRS are used for both time-of-fiight measure­
ments and for determining the horizontal position of ions as they pass through the 
separator. The scintillators consist of a piece of plastic with a photomultiplier tube 
at each end. When a fragment passes through the plastic the atoms and molecules 
become excited and emit photons as they deexcite. A special type of plastic (Bicron 
BC420) is used as it produces a large amount of light per fragment. The light that is 
emitted is converted to electrons in the two photomultiplier tubes which are positioned 
to the left and right of the beam direction. The electrons are then multiplied by an 
avalanche gain and detected. The active region of the plastic covers all of the image 
plane and the time difference between light collected in the different photomultiplier 
tubes can be used to determine the position at which the fragment passed through the 
material.
In the set-up used in the current work there were three scintillators; one posi­
tioned at S2 and two at S4 before and after the aluminium degrader. These three 
scintillators are referred to as Sci21, Sci41 and Sci42 respestively. The signals from 
the photomultipliers of scintillators 21 ( % )  &nd 41 ( T 5 4 )  are used to determine the 
time-of-flight (ToF) of each ion tlirough the second half of the spectrometer (a distance 
of '^35 m). The signals start and stop a time-to-amplitude-convertor (TAG) but before
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this happens T52 is delayed so that T52 +  Td > T54. The delay is nesessary because the 
signal from Sci21 must travel through a much longer cable so can sometimes overlap 
that from Sci41.
A separate TAG is used for the left and right photomultiplier tubes of each de­
tector respectively. The output of each TAG is an analogue signal and is converted to 
a digital signal by an analogue-to-digital-converter (ADC) resulting in a ToF  for both 
left and right. The measured time-of-flight {ToF*) is an average time-of-fiight of left 
and right so that,
ToF’ = crof: +  ^  ^ (3.2)
where Œl and olr are calibration factors to convert the left and right ToF  into nanaosec- 
onds. The true ToF  is then equal to.
ToF = Td -  T oF* = Ts^ -  %  =  ^  (3.3)
where do and v are the path length and velocity of the fragment respectively.
M ultiw ire Proportional Counters
A MultiWire Proportional Counter (MWPC) [118] consists of a gas-filled chamber 
with five parallel wire planes (see the schematic in figure 3.5), each holding a different 
potential. When a heavy ions passes through the gas (which is a mixture of CO2 
and ai'gon) atoms and molecules in the gas are ionized, producing free electrons and 
positively charged ions. The free electrons drift towards the anode wires and create
an avalanche of electrons in the cylindrical electric field. The negative signals in the
anode wires induce possitive signals in the nearest x and y cathode wires. A time-to- 
digital converter (TDC) is started by the anode wire and stopped separately by a signal 
from each end of the cathode wire. The time difference between these two measured 
times can be used to determine the position at which the fragment passed through the 
detector such that,
X = OLx{txL ~ txE.) T Pxy V ~  ^y{pyU ~ ^yü) T ^y (3.4)
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Figure 3.5: Schematic outline of a MultiWire Proportional Counter (MWPC) 
taken from reference [119].
where t^L {tyu) and t^n (tyn) are the times from the x-left and x-right (y-np and y- 
down) ends of the cathode wires, and a and (3 are the calibration factors and offsets 
respectively which translate the signals of the TDC to millimetres.
The anode and cathode wires are constructed of tungsten. They are 20 pm  and 
50 pm  thickness and separated by 2 and 1 mm respectively. The anodes are positioned 
at 45° to the cathode wires. The cathode wires run both horizontally and vertically 
with respect to the beam axis to allow the measurements of both x and y positions of 
passing ions. The active area of the detector is around 20x20 cm.
MWPCs ai’e located at each image plane of the FRS. Those situated in vacuum 
have windows of 100 pm  thick titanium to contain the gas whereas the MWPCs located 
in air at the final focus have windows made of 25 pm  kapton (C22Hio0 5N2)n which 
minimises nuclear interactions with passing fragments.
The MWPCs have a disadvantage in that their wire structure introduces inho- 
mogenities in the beam and can destroy the achromaticity of the separator. For this 
reason the MWPCs in vacuum are only in the beam line during calibrations and re­
moved for the actual experimental measurement. The increased positional sensitivity 
of a MWPC over that of a scintillator justifies their use during calibrations.
M ulti-Sam pling Ionization Cham bers
A Multiple-Sampling Ionization Chamber (MUSIC) [117] can be used to deter­
mine the nuclear charge, Z, of a fragment passing through it. In the current set-up two
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F igure 3.6: Schematic outline o f a MUltiple-Sampling Ionization Chamber
(MUSIC) taken from reference [119].
MUSIC chambers are situated at the final focal plane of the FRS (S4) just upstream of 
scintillator 41 (that used for the ToF  measurement). The MUSIC chambers are MU41 
and MU42 and have a Nb stripper positioned between them to ensure the fragments 
remain fully-stripped of electrons.
The MUSIC is a gas-filled chamber containing PIG gas, a mixture of Ar (90%) 
and CH4 (10%) which is constantly pumped through to mantain optimum detection 
conditions. The 600 mm long chamber has entrance and exit windows of 25 pm  thick 
kapton (C22HioOsN2)n to minimise interactions of fragments. When a fragment passes 
through the active region, which is 276 x 150 mnF, gas particles are ionized and free 
electrons are generated along the trajectory. The electrons (positive ions) drift towards 
the anodes (cathode) with a velocity of approximately 5 cm/ps (5 cm/ms) under the 
influence of a homogeneous electric field. The cathode is one single piece of metal but 
the anode is split into eight sections, each giving an individual signal (see figure 3.6). 
A Frisch grid is located 23 mm in front of the anodes so the signal is independent of 
the position of the fragment trajectory.
The charge collected in each anode is converted to a voltage by the preamplifier 
and used to determine the energy loss (AE) of the fragment in the chamber. The
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energy loss of a fragment in the MUSIC chamber is related to several properties of the 
material traversed by the relativistic Bethe-Bloch equation [120] so that
dE I Zie^ViTTZipNA (3.5)dx \ AtYCq J A 2 meV^
where dx is the distance traversed by a nucleus (fragment) of atomic number Zi trav­
elling at velocity v through a material of density p with mass and atomic number Ag 
and %2- Na , cq, e and nie are the Avogadro number, the permittivity of free space, and 
the electron charge and rest mass respectively. Relatavistic effects are included from
/3 =  ï-
A manipulation of the arrival times in each anode can also be used to determine 
the position of the interaction with the gas and therefore the trajectory of each fragment 
through the MUSIC. This technique can yield a more accurate result than that of the 
MWPCs (r^O.l mm compared to ~1 mm) but requires substantially more electronics 
so was not used in the current work.
3.5  G am m a-ray  S p ectro sco p y
3.5.1 G erm anium  D etectors
Germanium is an example of a semiconductor which is an excellent material from 
which to make a radiation detector. In a semiconductor, electrons are confined to two 
energy bands. These bands are the valence band, in which the electrons are bound 
to the lattice structure of the crystal, and the conduction band in which electrons are 
free to move through the crystal. Between these two energy regimes is a forbidden 
region consisting of energies which the electrons may not possess. In an idealised, 
pure semiconductor crystal at zero temperature, all the electrons reside in the valence 
band and this band is fully occupied. With thermal excitation, electrons gain enough 
energy to cross the forbidden region, the size of which is known as the band gap, 
into the conduction band. As an electron is promoted into the conduction band a 
vacancy (hole) is also created in the valence band. The electron and hole act as the 
charge-carrier in the semiconductor.
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The situation so far described in which there is always an equal number of elec­
trons and holes is an ideal picture of an intrinsic (perfect) semiconductor. In reality 
this is impossible to achieve and the actual number of charge carriers in the crystal 
is heavily influenced by, if not characterised by, the impurities in the crystal. Germa­
nium is a group IV element and therefore each Ge atom in a lattice forms four covalent 
bonds with surrounding atoms in the lattice with all electrons involved in a bond. In 
the intrinsic case there are only Ge atoms present so there are no additional electrons. 
Two types of impurities can change this situation, group III and group V elements. 
Group III elements such as boron or group V elements, for example phosphorus, can 
replace a Ge atom in the lattice. Group III elements form only three covalent bonds 
with surrounding atoms and therefore there is an additional electron hole added to the 
lattice. In the case of group V elements an extra electron is added to the system in an 
attempt to form five covalent bonds. These impurities are known as acceptor (p-type) 
and donor (n-type) impurities, referring to the acceptance of, or donation of, an elec­
tron to the system by the impurity atom. In each case there will be a large imbalance 
in the numbers of electrons and holes. In p-type semiconductors the holes become the 
majority carrier and the conductivity of the material is almost entirely dependent on 
their flow. In n-type semiconductors it is the electrons that are the majority carriers 
and dominate the electrical properties.
Other impurities in the material can act in a different manner, they can halt the 
movement of charge carriers in the material. Deep impurities such as zinc or cadmium 
can accept electrons from the conduction band or holes from the valence band and 
hold them for some time. This prevents them from contributing to the collected charge 
and is referred to as charge trapping. An additional role of these deep impurities is to 
accept both carriers and recombine them, removing the charge carrier from the system. 
This process is known as recombination.
Charged particles moving through the crystal or photons will also promote elec­
trons into the conduction band, creating a number of electron-hole pairs proportional 
to the energy of the radiation. In the presence of an applied electric field the charge 
carriers will migrate through the crystal. The electron and the hole will move with a 
drift velocity.
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Ue =  PeF (3.6)
and
Vh =  PhE (3.7)
respectively, where pe{h) represents the mobility of the electron (hole) and E  is the 
magnitude of the applied electric field. Typical mobilities for electrons and holes in
hyper-pure germanium detectors at liquid nitrogen temperatures are 4.2 x 10“^ and
3.6 X  10  ^ cm^/V.s respectively. If the applied electric field is sufficiently high then the 
electrons and holes will move with the maximum velocity, known as the saturation 
velocity. The field required for a hyper-pure germanium crystal is typically a couple 
of thousand volts, which is easily achievable. The saturation velocity in germanium of 
around 10  ^ cm/s means a charge collection time of less than 10 ns for an average sized 
detector.
3.5.2 G am m a-ray Interactions in Ge
Gamma rays may interact with matter by means of a number of mechanisms. The 
most important mechanisms are that of pair production, Compton scattering and the 
photoelectric effect. The probability that a photon interacts with a material is therefore 
a combination of the cross sections for each of these processes [121] such that,
^ to t  ^P h otoe lec tr ic  d" Com pton  “b ^  P a ir  P roduction  (3.8)
where each term is defined in the following sub-sections. The dominance of these 
different types of interaction change with the energy of the photon, and the atomic 
number, Z, of the material in which the interaction talces place. Figure 3.7 shows this 
change as a function of E.y and Z.
When a photon undergoes one of these processes in a Ge detector, momentum is 
transferred to an atomic electron which is released into the crystal with a large kinetic 
energy. This high energy electron will create many electron-hole pairs as it moves 
through the crystal and the charge is collected as has been described above.
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Figure 3.7: The changing dominance of the main interaction processes of
gamma rays in matter as a function of gamma-ray energy and atomic number,
Z. The solid lines represent the point at which cross sections are equal Taken 
from reference [121].
T he P h otoelectric  Effect
The most likely interaction process for low energy gamma rays is that of photo­
electric absorption. The photon energy is passed entirely to an atomic electron which 
escapes the parent atom and travels through the material as a free electron (photoelec­
tron) with energy [121],
Efi- —  hu —  Eh (3.9)
where E^ is the binding energy of the atomic electron, usually from the K shell. The 
ejection of this atomic electron is followed by the filling of the vacancy left in the K shell 
by an electron from a higher orbital and the emission of an X ray. In most instances 
the X ray is reabsorbed into the crystal but if the gamma-ray interaction is close to 
the surface of the crystal the X ray can sometimes escape causing the collected energy 
to be less than the gamma-ray energy.
The probability of photoelectric absorption [121] is roughly proportional to
^P h otoe lec tr ic  —  -^ F E
Zn '
w . (3.10)
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where A pe is a constant and n varies between 4 and 5 for the gamma-ray energies of 
interest.
C om pton Scattering
When a photon Compton scatters in a material only a proportion of the photon 
energy of passed to an atomic electron. The photon is scattered from the interaction 
point, i.e. the direction in which the photon was travelling changes, and the electron is 
ejected from the atom. The scattering angle and amount of energy transferred is equal 
to [121],
E j = --------------------------  (3.11)
1 . moc^ 1 — cos 9
where is the energy of the incident photon, moc  ^ is the rest-mass energy of the 
electron (511 keV) and 6 is the angle between the incident and scattered path of the 
photon.
The probability for the photon to scatter at an angle 9 into the solid angle dO, is 
governed by the Klein-Nishina formula for the differential cross section [121],
da ^1' 1 \ ^ / l - f -  cos  ^9\ /  0:^(1 — cos 9)“^ ^
dfl W  +  q:(1 — cos^)J 2 J  y ^  (1 -f cos  ^^)[1 -f û;(l — cos^)]y
(3.12)
where a  is the photon energy in units of the electron rest mass {a = E^/moC^) and ro 
is the classical electron radius. The cross section for a Compton scatter at any angle is 
dependent only on the energy of the photon and the atomic number, Z, of the material 
so that [122],
^C om p ton  A cs  I 1 (3.13)
\ ^ J
where A cs  is a constant.
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Pair Production
Pair production is less important for most gamma-ray spectroscopy purposes as 
it can only talces place above the threshold energy of twice the rest mass of the electron 
(1022 keV) and the probability of pair production is not significant until the photon 
energy is several MeV. In the process of pair production, which can only take place in 
the coulomb field of a nucleus, the photon spontaneously changes into an electron and 
positron pair. The positron soon annihilates in the absorbing material accompanied 
by the emission of two 511 keV gamma rays. The cross section for pair production is 
given by [122],
P a ir  P roduction ~  A ppZ ‘^ hi{E) — lii(1022 keV) (3.14)
where v4pp is a constant and the second term explicitly defines the threshold energy of 
two electron rest masses.
3.5 .3  T he S top ped  R ISIN G  Array
The Stopped RISING array incorporates fifteen Germanium Cluster detectors, 
each with seven large volume crystals, in a high-efiiciency arrangement [114]. A pho­
tograph of the array is shown in figure 3.8 coupled to the FRS. Photographs of the 
array open, closed and with the 7 mm perspex stopper mounted are shown in figures 
3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 respectively.
The Cluster detectors [114, 123, 124] used in the array comprise seven hexagonical 
germanium crystals closely packed into a single cryostat. The advantage of grouping 
crystals is that the seven crystals can act as one large volume detector. Events in 
which gamma rays Compton scatter between individual crystals in the Cluster can be 
reconstructed using addback routines to increase the efficiency of the Cluster to much 
more than is achieved by single crystal detectors. This technique for the Stopped 
RISING array is outlined in section 4.7.4.
The detectors are arranged into three angular rings of five clusters each at 51, 
90 and 129 degrees to the secondary beam axis. The average distance between the 
face of each detector and the central focus of the array is approximately 22 cm. This 
arrangement gives a measured photopeak efficiency of around 15% at 661 keV and up 
to 40% at 80 keV [114].
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F igure 3.9: Photograph of one hemisphere of the Stopped RISING array.
Figure 3.10: Photograph of the Stopped RISING array with a source at the 
centre.
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F igure 3.11: Photograph of the Stopped RISING array with the 7 mm
perspex stopper mounted in the centre. In the foreground can be seen the veto 
detector, scintillator 43 (black object to the left).
XIA DGF4 digital modules are used to process the signals recorded by the ger­
manium detectors. The DGF module produces an energy and a time signal with a 
time resolution of 25 ns. Two additional analogue timing signals are produced by 
short-range (SR) and long-range (LR) TDCs. These TDCs have 0.293 ns resolution in 
a total recording period of 850 ns, and 1 ns resolution in a total recording period of 
140 us respectively.
The efficiency response of the array is shown in figure 3.12 for data collected 
with a source of ^^^Ba and ^°Co. Further details of the array and determination of the 
efficiency can be found in reference [114].
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F igure 3.12: The gamma-rây photopeak efficiency response of the Stopped
RISING array determined using ^^^Ba and source data. Taken from ref­
erence [114]
Chapter 4
D ata  A nalysis
4.1  E x p er im en ta l D e ta ils
The data described in this thesis were obtained from the first RISING Stopped- 
Beam experiment [125, 126] which took place in February 2006. During the experiment 
a beam of ^°^Ag was accelerated to 750 MeV per nucleon by the SIS-18 Synchrotron and 
made to impinge on a 4 g/cm^ Be target. The reaction products were transported to the 
focal plane of the FRS and each ion was unambiguously identified on an event by event 
basis. The particle identification methods used are outlined in section 3.4. The ions 
were slowed down from relativistic energies by passing through an aluminium degrader 
(S4 degrader) of variable thickness and implanted in a multilayer 7 mm thick perspex 
block (passive stopper) at the centre of the Stopped RISING germanium detector array.
The primary aim of this experiment was to confirm the existence of an isomeric 
state in the N  = Z  nucleus, ®®Tc and gain insight into the nature of the low-lying 
structure. In addition there would be a search for previously unobserved isomers in 
the region and specifically information about the neighbouring odd-odd, N  = Z  nuclei, 
4iNb4i and 45Rh^^.
At several times during the experiment the magnetic fields of the dipole magnets 
were changed to focus on the nuclei of interest and maximise the transmission of those 
ions to the focal plane of the FRS. Copper slits were used to limit the range of ions 
reaching the focal plane. Settings centred on ®®Pd, ^°Rh, ^®Tc and ®^ Nb. The spill 
structures employed during the various settings are shown in table 4.1. The magnetic 
field strengths of the dipole magnets and the thickness of the S4 degrader are shown
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Table 4.1: Spill structures of the various FRS settings.
Nucleus of central transmission Ions per spill Extraction length (s)
96pd 4x106 10
MRh 2-3x109 6
86Tc 1-3x109 5-6
82Nb 2x109 5
Table 4.2: Magnetic field settings of the Dipole magnets of the FRS used in 
the different settings of the experiment.
Nucleus of 84 Degrader
central transmission D1 (T) D2 (T) D3 (T) D4 (T) thickness (mg/cm^) 
^Gpd 0.73085 0.73284 0.54660 0.54910 1900
0.70210 0.70420 0.51880 0.52090 1500
s®Tc 0.70015 0.70214 0.52920 0.53150 1900
0.70240 0.70460 0.54170 0.54400 2400
in table 4.2. The region of nuclei populated and transmitted to the FRS focal plane in 
each setting are indicated in figures 4.1 and 4.2.
4 .2  Im provin g  th e  C lean lin ess o f th e  P a rtic le  Id en ­
tifica tio n
A basic particle identification can be made assuming that the amount of energy
loss in the first music chamber, A E l,  is proportional to the atomic number, %, of the
ion, and that the time-of-fiight (ToF) between 82 and 84 together with the magnetic 
rigidity, Bp, can give a rudimentery A /q  value. This identification is usually sufficient 
to decide whether or not that particular nuclear species is being created (and can 
be observed) in the reaction and indeed that the settings are correct to transport the 
maximum amount to the final focus of the FR8 . This identification will also be sufiicient 
to correlate gamma-ray decay of strongly populated isomeric states to specfic nuclear
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F igure 4.1: Chart o f the nuclides indicating the regions of nuclei populated 
and transmitted to the FRS focal plane in the ^^Pd and ^^Tc settings.
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Figure 4.2: Chart of the nuclides indicating the regions of nuclei populated 
and transmitted to the FRS focal plane in the ^^Rh and settings.
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Figure 4.3: A plot of the sum of the charges collected in the left and right 
photomultiplier tubes o f the Multiwire 41 detector.
species. However, the aim of the experiment was to observe gamma-ray decays from 
isomeric states in the most exotic and weakly populated channels. To make this task 
possible the identification had to be improved to remove any contamination from other 
nuclei.
The following section will describe several methods in which the data used for 
particle identification have been corrected for higher order effects and the particle 
identification improved.
4.2.1 M ultiW ire P roportion al C ounters
The passage of a fragment through a MWPC ionizes the gas in the detector and 
produces electrons. At the same time delta electrons created by interactions of the 
fragment with other beam line materials may enter the detector. Although the energy 
deposited by delta electrons is low compared to a fragment traversing the detector if 
enough delta electrons are created they can cause the illusion of multiple fragments 
passing through the detector. The situation in which this happens can be identified by 
examining a plot of the sum of the left and right (up and down) position data. The sum 
in a single-hit event should be a constant (see figure 4.3) and equal to the dimensions
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F igure 4.4: A: Ungated plot of charge collected in the left photomultiplier 
tube of scintillator 21 plotted against the position in scintillator 21. B: Plot 
A gated on a correct relationship between collected charge and position. Note 
the axes are in arbitrary units.
of the detector (~20 cm). An event registering multiple hits in the multiwire will show 
up as a sum of less than this constant and should be vetoed. The chance of multiple 
hits being recorded increases with beam intensity and can be treated as an efficiency 
of the MWPC.
4.2.2 Scintillator 21 Charge C ollection
In some events in this experiment there was an incorrect relationship between the 
charge collection in the photomultiplier tube of scintillator 21 and the position mea­
surement given by the scintillator. Scintillator 21 was located in the central dispersive 
plane of the FRS between the second and third dipole magnets (see figure 3.3) and was 
used in conjunction with scintillator 41 to determine the time-of-flight of ions through 
the second part of the separator. The plot to the left of figure 4.4 (4.5) shows the raw 
charge collected in the scintillator plotted against the position in the scintillator for the 
left (right) photomultiplier tube. The relationship should be a single line diagonally 
across the plot. The right side of these same figures show the plots after software gates 
have been applied to demand a correct relationship between charge and position.
Demanding a correct relationship between the charge collected in the photomul­
tiplier tubes and position of scintillator 21 has a dramatic effect on the identification 
plots. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 shows the effect of this gating on plots of Z  vs ToF  and the
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F igure 4.5: A: Ungated plot of charge collected in the right photomultiplier 
tube of scintillator 21 plotted against the position in scintillator 21. B: Plot 
A gated on a correct relationship between collected charge and position. Note 
the axes are in arbitrary units.
position at S2 of Z =  43 ions vs ToF.
The statistics which are lost in this gating technique can be recovered with a 
plot of position at S2 vs ToF  and demanding a bad relationship between charge and 
position in scintillator 21. Plot C of figure 4.7 shows that a distinction can still be 
made between the different ion species.
4.2 .3  Energy Loss in th e  D egrader
The majority of ions which pass through the FRS are fully stripped of their 
electrons. However other charge states can exist and be transported to the focus 
position. The charge state of the ions can also change through the exchange of one 
or more electrons as the ions pass through material, such as the degrader at the S2 
position.
The energy loss in the degrader at S2 can be calculated from the magnetic rigidity 
of the magnets in the first (D1 and D2) and second (D3 and D4) half of the FRS. If this 
quantity is plotted against ToF  there is a clear distinction between different charge 
states, and events in which the charge state has changed in transit.
In the current experiment the majority of the ions are fully-stripped. The program 
Global [127] predicts only 1.59% of fragments are not fully stripped of their electrons. 
This small quantity means this effect can be neglected in the current work but is very
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F igure 4.6: A: Ungated plot of Z  vs ToF. B: Same as A, now gated on a 
correct relationship between collected charge and position.
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Figure 4.7: A: A plot of the position at 82 of Z = 43 ions vs ToF. B:
Same as A, now gated on a correct relationship between collected charge and 
position.C: Same as A, now gated on an incorrect relationship between collected 
charge and position.
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F igure 4.8: Final, calibrated Z  vs A /q identification plot for the combined 
and "^^ Nb settings.
important for experiments investigating much heavier and neutron-rich systems.
4 .3  Z  v s  A j q  Id en tifica tio n  P lo t
Figure 4.8 shows the combined identification plot for the three settings focused 
on ^°Rh, ^®Tc and ®^ Nb. This plot is constructed using the Z  identification from the 
first MUSIC chamber and the mass to charge ratio, A/q, calculated from the magnetic 
rigidity of the magnets and the ToF  through the second half of the FRS using the 
equations discussed in section 3.4.
4 .4  LISEH—h S im u la tion s
The program LISE-H- [106, 107] can be used to simulate the transmission of ions 
through the FRS. Figures 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, show the identification plots of the 
96Pd, 9 0 8 6 ^ ^  and ®^ Nb settings respectively for both simulation and experiment. 
The source of the discrepancy between simulation and experiment is the use of copper 
slits in the experiment which physically stop some ion species from being transmitted 
to the final focus of the FRS.
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F igure 4.9: Simulated (Left) and experimental (Right) Z  vs A/q identifi­
cation plot for the setting focused on ^^Pd.
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Figure 4.10: Simulated (Left) and experimental (Right) Z vs A /q identi­
fication plot for the setting focused on ^^Rh.
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F igure 4.11: Simulated (Left) and experimental (Right) Z vs A/q identi­
fication plot for the setting focused on ^^Tc.
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Figure 4.12: Simulated (Left) and experimental (Right) Z vs A/q identi­
fication plot for the setting focused on ^^Nb.
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F igure 4.13: Particle identification projections gated on delayed gamma
rays with the following time conditions: (Upper) all; (Centre) 0.5—>5 ps; and 
(Lower) 150^500 ns.
4.5 Id en tifica tion  o f  Isom eric  S ta tes
Figure 4.13 shows projections of Z  for nuclei of =  0, |  and 1 for which delayed 
gamma rays were detected in various timing regimes. The uppermost panel shows 
the Z  projection with no additional timing condition. The central panel is gated 
on gamma rays observed between 1 and 5 ps after implantation to identify isomers 
with ps half-lives, and the lower panel shows nuclei gated between 150 and 500 ns to 
indicate short-lived isomers. Evidence for an isomeric state in ®®Tc can be seen in the 
central and lower projections. The lower panel also indicates evidence for previously 
unreported isomeric states in ®'^ >^®Tc as well as the previously reported isomer in '^^ Nb 
[39]. The results for these nuclei ai'e discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.14: Energy vs DGF time matrices and Ge energy and time projec­
tions (150 ns—^ 5 /IS following implantation) to show the effect of ion species 
selection, time and background reduction gating techniques described in sec­
tion 4.7. Spectra with no time gate include DGF times for 100 /is following 
implantation.
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A gamma-ray energy vs DGF time matrix can be used to identify delayed transi­
tions from the decay of isomeric states. The upper left panel of figure 4.14 shows such 
a plot for the setting focused on ^®Pd. The intense vertical distribution at the time of 
implantation (time zero) is the ‘prompt’ flash associated with the Bremsstrahlung and 
other light particle radiation produced by the ions slowing down in the stopper (de­
scribed in section 4.7.3). Gamma rays with an associated lifetime can be seen growing 
outwards horizontally from this ‘prompt’ flash with their intensity dropping exponen­
tially. In this plot, delayed transitions from isomeric decays in ^®Pd [128] and ®^ Ru 
[129, 130, 131] can be seen, as well as background radiation such as 511 keV (electron- 
positron annihilation) and 1461 keV (decay of which is found in concrete). Note 
that the intensity of gamma rays from background sources does not reduce over time. 
The projections of energy and time at the upper right of this figure show that with­
out selection of an individual nuclear species or time gating the energy spectrum is 
dominated by background pealcs and the time spectrum by the prompt flash.
The central matrix of figure 4.14 demonstrates the dramatic effect that gating 
on an individual nuclear species can make. Here the 1.82 (5) /is isomeric state in ^®Pd 
[128] is used as an example. The projections to the right hand side show how time 
gating can be used to reduce the background produced by the ‘prompt’ flash.
The matrix and projections in the lower part of the figure show the effect on 
the gamma-ray spectrum of the gating techniques and addback described in section 
4.7. The DGF time spectrum is also gated on the gamma-ray energies of the observed 
transitions and results in a very low background contribution.
4.6  P rev io u sly  R ep o rted  Isom eric S ta tes
Isomeric states which have been previously identified and reported can provide 
an unquestionable confirmation of the particle identification and provide an additional 
internal calibration of gamma-ray energies and timing. "^^ Pd and ®'^ Pd were observed 
in the current work and the data obtained are shown in figure 4.15. The mean lifetimes 
measured in the current work, 2.52 (9) fis and 676 (28) ns for *^^ Pd and ‘^^ Pd respectively, 
using the digital timing are consistent with previously reported values of 3.2 (4) ps [128] 
and 765 (14) ns [132]. Results for ^^Ru are shown in figure 4.16. The same gamma 
rays are observed but the measured mean lifetime of 3.9 (3) ps is in contrast to the
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Figure 4.15: Gamma-ray spectra of delayed events associated with ions
identified as ^^Pd (U pper j and ^^Pd(Lower). Both spectra are gated between 
150 H8—) 5 ps following the time of implantation. The insets show the as­
sociated decay curves from the DGF timing for ^^Pd and ^^Pd gated on the 
325, 684 and 1415 keV and 325, 660, 814, 905, 993 and 1092 keV gamma rays 
respectively
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Figure 4.16: Gamma-ray spectrum of delayed events associated with ions
identified as gated between 150 n s ^  5 ps following the time of implanta­
tion. The inset shows the associated decay curve from the DCF timing gated 
on the 544 and 1392 keV gamma rays.
evaluated value reported in reference [133] of 2.20 (17) ps.
4 .7  R ed u cin g  B ack grou n d  in G am m a-ray S p ectra
In the Z vs A Iq method of particle identification the Z  value is taken from the first 
MUSIC chamber and the ToF  is stopped by Sci42. Therefore if a fragment undergoes a 
nuclear reaction after these detectors it will still be included in the identification unless 
additional gating techniques are applied. If these events are permitted to remain in 
the particle identification they will increase the background in the gamma-ray spectra 
and reduce the quality.
4.7.1 N uclear R eactions Before the Stopper
Nuclear reactions which take place between the transported ion and nuclei in the 
gas of the first MUSIC chamber or in the niobium stripper situated between the two 
MUSIC chambers can be identified using a plot of the energy loss in the first MUSIC 
chamber against the energy loss in the second MUSIC chamber, shown in figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Energy loss in MUSIC 41 plotted against the energy loss in
MUSIC 42 from the setting. Events in which reactions have taken place 
in the first MUSIC chamber, or in the niobium stripper between the chambers 
are seen as off-diagonal in this plot.
Good events in which the ion has been identified as having the same Z  in both the 
first and second music chambers will appear along a central diagonal line in this plot. 
Events where the ion has undergone an interaction with a gas nucleus or in the Nb 
stripper will lie off this diagonal line.
Nuclear reactions can also take place in the second MUSIC chamber or in the 
Multiwire detector. These events will not be removed by the gating method just 
described but can be identified in a plot of the energy loss in Sci42 vs the energy loss 
in the first MUSIC chamber, shown in figure 4.18. Events to the right in this plot have 
the correct relationship.
4.7.2 Scintillator 43 - V eto D etector
Although the thickness of the final degrader and of the stopper are selected to 
bring all ions of interest to rest in the stopper some ions continue on and are detected 
in the veto detector, scintillator 43. The energy loss spectrum of this scintillator is 
shown in figure 4.19. Channels 58 and 59 of this scintillator register a puiser in every 
event and have been omitted from this plot. The purpose of the puiser is to ensure
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Figure 4.18: Energy loss in Scintillator 42 plotted against the energy loss in 
MUSIC 41 from the ^^Pd setting. Events in which reactions have taken place 
in the second MUSIC chamber, or in another detector at the final FRS focal 
plane, appear to the left in this plot.
that the scintillator is functioning correctly. In most events the ions are stopped in the 
stopper and there is no other signal from this detector.
This detector can also aid in rejecting events in which the ion of interest is 
destroyed through a reaction in the stopper. In this situation light particles may 
be ejected forwards and register a hit in the veto detector.
4.7 .3  G erm anium  Signal Fold
When an ion arrives in the stopper it has to lose typically around 10-20 GeV of 
energy before it comes to rest. Bremsstrahlung radiation is associated with this slowing 
down in the stopper. A large number of X rays and gamma rays of all energies are 
emitted and detected in the Ge array so that a significant number of crystals fire at 
the same time. The number of crystals which fire is called the Ge fold.
In the current experiment the aim is to observe the decay from long-lived excited 
states in the neutron-deficient region around mass 80 to 90. The decay from these states 
to the ground state of the nucleus often consists of a cascade of only a few gamma rays.
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Figure 4.19: Energy loss hi Scintillator 43 from the setting. Events
in which this is greater than zero are events in which the ion was not stopped 
in the stopper. A puiser signal is included in the data from this detector and 
appears in channels 58 and 59, the data in these channels have been omitted 
from this plot for scaling reasons but the puiser can still be seen in channel 60 
to the left in the plot.
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Figure 4.20: A comparison of the germanium fold in the setting with 
different timing gates. The top panel is for 0 to 500 ns so constitutes the flash 
component in which ions arrive in the stopper. The other three panels show 
the fold for different time periods starting at 500ns —> Ips, 1 10/zs and
10 —> lOOfis respectively.
In this situation the fold will be much lower than in the event of the arrival of an ion in 
the stopper. However it is also important to consider the correct fold when placing a 
condition on its value. Figure 4.20 compares the multipilcity of each event for different 
timing gates. The upper panel is for the first 500 ns so includes the flash component 
in which ions arrive in the stopper. The other three panels show the fold for different 
time periods; 500ns —> l/.is, 1 —> 10/is and 10 —> lOOps respectively. It is shown that 
when the time window is kept open for longer there is a greater possibility of more ions 
arriving in the stopper and the bremsstrahlung radiation being detected (causing large 
fold events).
It can also be seen from figure 4.20 that placing conditions on the fold with 
the intent of improving the quality of gamma-ray spectra is unnecessary. The timing 
conditions placed to produce gamma-ray spectra of the decay of isomeric states also 
reduce the background from large fold events as the vast majority of these events occur 
in the flash, i.e. the first 500 ns after the start.
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4.7 .4  A ddback for th e  R ISIN G  Stopped-B eam  Array
The RISING Stopped-Beam array is comprised of 15 cluster detectors which 
each consist of 7 hyper-pure germanium crystals. These clusters do not have Compton- 
suppression shields and are closely-packed so there is a significant probability of gamma 
rays scattering between crystals in different clusters. Therefore it is not the best 
approach to only consider adding back events within a single cluster. Although such 
addback routines would be simpler to program and would make improvements to the 
spectra. In this section results using both approaches are presented and compared. 
The construction of addback routines which consider scattering between clusters is 
also described in this section.
Addback algorithms which consider scattering between clusters must categorize 
crystals together into groups within which addback can be considered. These groups 
are determined by the geometry of the array and the relative positions of the crystals 
to each other. There are 105 groups, one for each crystal. The crystals to be included 
in each group can be determined empirically by source data and hit patterns. When a 
gamma ray is Compton scattered between two crystals the sum of the energies of these 
two crystals will sum to the full photo-peak energy of that gamma ray. In this situation 
a spectrum can be incremented for one crystal which shows the crystal number of a 
second crystal when the sum of the energies in the two crystals is equal to the full 
photo-pealc energy of that gamma ray. The crystals to which true Compton-scatter 
events occur will have more counts than in the other crystals and will be easily identified 
in these liit patterns.
The choice of gamma ray to use for the full photo-peak energy is important. If 
the gamma ray is of a low energy then there is a larger chance of the full energy being 
deposited in a single crystal and no scattering taking place. Therefore a gamma ray 
of energy higher than about 1 MeV would be preferable. In addition, it is important 
that the gamma ray does not have a competing decay branch of two gamma rays as 
these two gamma rays will be distributed around the entire array but still satisfy the 
condition of incrementing the hit pattern, thus adding spurious events into the hit 
pattern.
A source of beta-decays to excited states in ®‘^ Ni. Two intense gamma rays 
of 1173 and 1332 keV are emitted following this decay and dominate the gamma-ray
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Figure 4.21: Hit patterns produced for crystal 11 using source data.
The spectrum is incremented if the sum of the energy in crystal 11 and one other 
crystal is equal to the full photo-peak energy of 1173 or 1332 keV. The most 
hits are observed in the 3 crystals adjacent to crystal 11 in the same cluster, 
crystals (channels) 10, 12 and 13. Crystals 32, 33 and 54 are in neighbouring 
clusters to crystal 11 and demonstrate a modest amount of scattering to these 
crystals. See figure 4.22 for a geometry map of the array.
F igure 4.22: The numbering of the crystals in the RISING Stopped Array.
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spectrum. The 1173 keV gamma ray de-populates a state at 2505 keV above the ground 
state of and populates a state at 1332 keV above the ground state The level 
at 1332 keV is the yrast 2'*' state of this even-even nucleus and there is no competing 
decay pathway for the 1332 keV gamma ray. Therefore these gamma rays are used to 
build Compton-scatter hit patterns for each crystal.
Figure 4.21 shows the hit patterns for crystal 11 for the 1173 and 1332 keV gamma 
rays. The most hits are observed in the 3 crystals adjacent to crystal 11 in the same 
cluster, channels 10, 12 and 13. Crystals 32, 33 and 54 are in neighbouring clusters 
to crystal 11 and demonstrate a modest amount of scattering to these crystals. Hit 
patterns like these were produced for each crystal in the array and used to confirm the 
numbering of the crystals shown in figure 4.22 and to determine a group of crystals for 
each crystal. These groups contain the numbers of the crystals to which scattering can 
take place and will be considered in the addback routines.
Figure 4.23 shows three gamma-ray spectra of both ®^ Co and ^^^Eu source data. 
The black spectrum is with no addback applied. The red spectrum shows the effect of 
applying a simple addback routine which considers scattering between crystals in the 
same cluster. These routines were written by Dirk Rudolph of Lund University [134]. 
This simple addback results in a reduction of the background in this spectrum when 
compared to the black spectrum. The blue spectrum shows the effect of applying a full 
addback routine which considers scattering within the groups of crystals defined using 
the source data technique. This spectrum again shows an improvement in the peak 
to background ratio of the ®°Co gamma-ray peaks but there is a shift in the Compton 
continuum towards higher energies indicating that some events are only partially re­
constructed. A qualitative analysis of the effects of these addback routines is shown in 
tables 4.3 and 4.4 by means of the peak to total ratios of the gamma rays. The pealc 
to total ratio is the ratio of the number of counts in the full photo-peak and the total 
number of counts in the spectrum.
The results show that both addback routines have a positive effect on the spectra 
at all energies. The addback routine which considers scattering between clusters im­
proves the spectra over the cluster addback for energies above 1 MeV but is not so good 
at lower energies. This is perhaps not surprising as the crystal groups were defined
^It is noted that a decay branch consisting of two gamma rays of 347 keV and 826 keV competes 
with this transition on a less than 1% level. This will not affect the current analysis.
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Figure 4.23: Gamma-ray spectra of (Upper) and (Lower) source
data. The black line is without addback. The red line with addback only 
considering scattering within a cluster (Single-Cluster addback). The blue line 
is with addback that also considers scattering between different clusters (Inter- 
Cluster addback).
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Table 4.3: The effect of addback routines on the peak to total ratio of the
1173 and 1332 keV gamma rays emitted from a source.
Condition 1173 keV 1332 keV
No Addback 0.0909 0.0809
Single-Cluster Addback 0.1218 0.1102
Inter-Cluster Addback 0.1250 0.1137
Table 4.4: The effect of addback routines on the peak to total ratios of
gamma rays emitted from a ^^^Eu source.
Condition 121 keV 344 keV 779 keV 1086 keV 1408 keV
No Addback 0.0853 0.0605 0.0176 0.0115 0.0203
Single-Cluster Addback 0.0931 0.0699 0.0216 0.0146 0.0259
Inter-Cluster Addback 0.0893 0.0685 0.0216 0.0147 0.0261
from hit patterns using gamma rays above 1 MeV. The routines can be improved by 
more sophisticated algorithms which act differently for various energies of gamma ray. 
This would make it necessary to investigate the Compton scattering properties of lower 
energy gamma rays in the array.
Chapter 5
R esults and D iscussion
The primary aim of the current work was to investigate the low-lying structures 
of the odd-odd self-conjugate nuclei, and ^®Tc. Results for these nuclei related 
to neutron-proton pairing are described in reference [135]. Preliminary results from 
this work have been presented in references [115, 125, 126, 136, 137, 138]. This thesis 
reports results from the final analysis of the data.
5.1 P rev io u sly  U n o b serv ed  S ta tes  in
The existence of a short-lived isomeric state in 41 Nb^  ^was suggested by Chandler 
et al. [39] but no discrete gamma-ray transitions could be identified. The current data 
have confirmed the assignment of this isomeric state and facilitated the identification 
of two other excited states. Figure 5.1 shows the energy vs DGF time matrix for ions 
identified as ®^ Nb and figure 5.2 shows the projection of gamma-ray energies in the 
time range 20^150 ns. The three delayed gamma rays associated with the decay of 
this isomer have energies of 124, 418 and 638 keV. A least-squares fit to the summed 
time spectrum of the 418 and 638 keV transitions gives a mean lifetime of 133 (25) ns 
(see inset of figure 5.2).
A gamma-gamma energy coincidence analysis (shown in figure 5.3) finds all three 
gamma rays to be in mutual coincidence. The level scheme constructed from these 
data is shown in figure 5.4. The 638 and 418 keV gamma rays have similar energies to 
the 4"^  —^ 2+ (634 keV) and 2+ 0"^  (407 keV) transitions in the isobaric analogue,
4oZr42 [139]. Therefore it is assumed that the isomeric state decays directly to the 4"^  
member of the T =  1 ground-state band via a 124 keV transition.
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Figure 5.1: Energy vs DGF time plot gated on ions identified as
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Figure 5.2: Gamma-ray spectrum gated on ions identified as and a time 
gate between 20 and 150 ns. The inset is the associated DGF time spectrum 
gated on the 418 and 638 keV gamma rays.
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Figure 5.3: Coincidence gamma-ray spectrum gated on ions identiâed as
and time-gated between 20 and 150 ns.
The gamma-ray intensity balance around the (4+) state has been used to infer 
the internal conversion coefficient, atot, of the 124 keV transition to be 0.3(3) (for 
further explanation see Appendix A). The large uncertainty does not make it possible 
to discriminate between an Ml, E l or E2 multipolarity assignment (see table 5.1). An 
E2 transition would be somewhat enhanced when compared to the Weisskopf estimate 
so seems less probable (table 5.1). In addition the deduced value for the isomeric ratio 
[140] depends on the value of the internal conversion coefficient of the direct decay. 
Although the statistical uncertainties are large an E2 multipolarity for the 124 keV 
transition would result in an unphysically large isomeric ratio of 185(354)%. E l or Ml 
assignments yield more physical values of 78(140)% and 76(137)% respectively. Using 
these arguments, plausible spin/parity assignments are restricted to 7^ =  5“ or 5+.
A shell model calculation has been performed for ^^Nb [141]. The valence space 
used for the calculation was limited to the qq/ 2  and pi / 2  orbitals and the results are 
shown in figure 5.4. The 2'*' member of the ground-state band is predicted at 1315 keV 
in the calculation, 897 keV above the experimentally observed level. This large dis­
crepancy must be due to the limited valence space allowed in the calculation. A more 
accurate shell model calculation could perhaps be achieved if other orbitals were in­
cluded in the valence space. Possible candidates would be the f ^ / 2  and Ps/2 , or from
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Figure 5.4: Experimental level scheme of^^Nb constructed from the current 
data and results from Shell model and Projected Shell Model calculations. The 
isobaric analogue states in ^“^Zr and the excited states below 1 MeV excitation 
in "^^ Nb are also shown for comparison.
the next major shell the c/5/2 and gj/g orbitals. Such a calculation would undoubtably 
be more computationally difficult and greater insight may be achieved in this case with 
the application of a different theoretical model.
Total-Routhian-Surface (TRS) calculations can be used to predict the deforma­
tion and single-particle structure in the vicinity of the Fermi surface in a given nu­
cleus. The configuration-constrained potential energy surface calculations developed 
by Xu [67] can predict the deformation for a specific multiquasiparticle configuration 
whilst accounting for the 7  degree of freedom. Figure 5.5 shows a TRS calculation 
for the ground state of “^Nb. The calculation predicts a large stable prolate deforma­
tion with p2 — 0.430 which is maintained in the ground-state band to at least u  = 
0.403 MeV//i (shown to the right of figure 5.5). This compares well with the mea­
sured value of /?2=0.41(7) in the isobaric analogue, ®^ Zr which was determined from 
the B(E2 : 2“^ -4 0"^ ) value with the assumption of axial symmetry [143].
The Projected Shell Model (PSM) [63] has had success in describing the observed 
structures in deformed nuclear systems. The inclusion of a np interaction [64] has 
been used to accurately reproduce the observed ground-state structures in the even- 
even N  = Z  nuclei with T =  68 —> 88. The projected shell model has been used 
here to suggest possible configurations for the isomeric state observed in ^^Nb. The 
calculation predicts a P  = 5+, 2-quasiparticle state with a Nilsson configuration of 
i/[422]5/2+ X  7t [ 4 2 2 ] 5 / 2 +  at 1224 keV. This is just above the T  = I, state and is 
a possible candidate for the configuration of the isomer. The population of a T = 0
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Table 5.1: Partial half-lives and calculated total conversion coefficients [142] 
of transitions in for various multipolarities derived from the single particle 
unit Weisskopf estimates. The Weisskopf estimates are in units of seconds.
124 keV
OiTOT
418 keV 638 keV
Weisskopf estimates (s)
124 keV 418 keV 638 keV
El 0.065 2.19x10--03 7.98x10--04 1.87x10-^^ 4.88x10-^^ 1 . 3 7 x 1 0 - 1 3
E2 0.534 7.81x10--03 2.26x10"-03 8.97x10-°^ 2.06x10-00 2.49x10-10
E3 4.11 0.025 5.73x10"-03 6.53 1.32x10-03 6.84x10-03
E4 34.9 0.078 0.014 7 . 1 6 x 1 0 - ^ 0 7 1.27x10+03 28.3
Ml 0.131 5.67x10--03 2 .10x 10--03 1 . 4 6 x 1 0 - ^ 2 1 . 2 8 x 1 0 - ^ 0 5.50x10-14
M2 1.12 0.020 5.98x10--03 5.64x10-0^ 1.30x10-07 1.56x10-03
M3 8.80 0.066 0.015 411 0.083 4.31x10-03
M4 71.2 0.214 0.039 4.51x10+00 8.02x10+04 1.78x10+03
h
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Figure 5.5: TRS calculation for the ground state and an excited state of
‘^^Nb. The minimum of the ground state is located at P2 = 0.430, 7 =  0.1 
and p4 = —0.023. This strong prolate deformation is still dominant at uj = 
0.403 MeV/h shown to the right. Contours are separated by 200 keV.
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state with this configuration is also consistent with the low-lying band structures in 
the Tz =  neighbours ^^Zr [78] and ^^Nb [144, 145]. The calculations also predict 
two low-lying K  = 4“ states at approximately 1.3 MeV which are not included in the 
figure.
The measured mean lifetime of the isomeric state in ^^Nb is longer than predicted 
by the partial half-life for a 124 keV Ml transition ('^1.5 ps). A well known mechanism 
by which nuclear half-lives can be prolonged in axially well deformed nuclei is that of 
K  hindrance [30] which was discussed in section 2.8.4. In the case of ^^Nb the 124 keV 
transition decaying from a. P  = I P  = (5+) to a P  = (4+), K  = 0 state has A A  =  5, 
V =  4, where z/ =  A K  — A. Assuming an Ml decay for the 124 keV transition in ^^Nb, 
this results in a value of % 11. This value is intermediate between the accepted 
fy values of approximately 100 for the best case axially-symmetric K  isomers and 
fv < ^ l  for unhindered decays. This is suggestive of some degree of K  mixing possibly 
associated with gamma-softness.
The isomeric state in ^^Nb lies more than half an MeV below the proton separation 
energy which is calculated to be 1775 (341) keV [4].
5.2 Isom eric S ta tes  in
The first gamma-ray transitions assigned to ‘^^ Nb were identified by Gross et al 
[146]. Two band structures were observed but were not fitted into a level scheme. A 
further in-beam study by Marginean et al [147] using a 33Ni(23Si,pn7) reaction enabled 
the construction of a comprehensive level scheme at low energy, shown in figure 5.6. 
Several rotational bands were also identified (including those suggested by Gross et 
ai) and connected to the low-lying structure. The author notes the confirmation of 
a previously reported isomeric state but within the experimental set up was unable to 
measure the half-life or identify other long-lived states.
The isomer reported had been observed in the fragmentation of a ^^Mo beam. 
Preliminary results were published in reference [148] prior to the study of Marginean 
et al. The final analysis was published later by Ghandler et al [39] where two decay 
paths depopulating an isomeric state at 338 keV were reported with a mean lifetime of 
148 (28) 118. This paper also suggests a state at 48 keV may have an additional lifetime 
associated with its decay but low statistics prevented this from being confirmed.
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Figure 5.7: Energy vs DGF time plot gated on ions identified as Note
this plot has a threshold of 2  counts on the z axis.
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The present work is in agreement with the findings of Chandler et al and has 
made it possible to measure the mean lifetime of the 48 keV state. In addition the 
present work finds that a state at 771 keV reported by Marginean et al is isomeric. 
The gamma-ray energy vs DGF time matrix produced from gating on ions identified 
as '^^ Nb is shown in figure 5.7 and a projection of the delayed gamma rays is shown in 
figure 5.8.
The present work is only sensitive to delayed gamma rays. The singles spectrum 
shown in the upper panel of figure 5.8 indicates, in addition to known isomeric transi­
tions, delayed gamma rays at 100, 143, 257, 260 and 267 keV. These transitions were 
not observed by Chandler et al but are included in the level scheme reported in the 
in-beam study. A sum of energy coincidence gates on the 132 and 175 keV direct decays 
from the previously reported isomeric state is shown in the central panel and indicates 
the previously reported decay paths. When the low-lying transitions (47, 64, 114 and 
140 keV) are gated on, as shown in the lower panel, an enhancement of the 143 and 
196 keV transitions is observed. This is an indication of an additional isomeric state 
at higher excitation energy. These transitions appear as doublets in the level scheme 
of Marginean et al giving two possible candidates for the location of the isomeric 
state. The fact that the low-lying transitions are also in coincidence with the 205 keV 
transition rules out one of these possibilities as the 205 keV transition is also a doublet 
and appears higher in the cascade of only one candidate decay path. Furthermore the 
observation of the 257, 260 and 267 keV gamma rays in the singles data (too weak to 
appear in coincidence) adds further strength to the assignment of the 771 keV state as 
isomeric. Other gamma rays previously placed in the level scheme below the 771 keV 
state are assumed to be weaker branches as they are not observed in the current data. 
Their intensities were not reported by Marginean et al. The transitions and relative 
intensities observed in the current work are shown in the level scheme of figure 5.9.
The intensity of the 205 keV transition depolpulating the 771 keV isomeric state 
was made equal to the intensity of the 260 keV transition (with relative efficiciency 
correction) and subtracted from the total observed 205 keV intensity. It is noted 
that additional intensity may advance through the 228 keV transition to the 338 keV 
isomeric state but this is too weak to observe in the current data.
Least-squares fits to the associated decay curves have been made to determine 
the mean lifetimes of the three isomeric states observed in ®^ Nb. The fits are shown in
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Figure 5.9: Proposed level scheme for observed in the current work.
The widths of the arrows indicate the relative intensities of the gamma rays.
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Figure 5.10: Mean lifetime fits to the gamma rays associated with the decay 
of the isomeric states in ‘^^ Nb. The decay from the 47 keV isomeric state has 
been ûtted using a two-component least-squares fit due to feeding from the 
109 (5) ns isomeric state.
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F igure 5.11: Time dilFerence spectra between the 65 and 140 keV transitions 
(Upper panel) and the 47 and 114 keV transitions (Lower panel) in ^^Nb. The 
counts which appear with a large time difference indicate the 47 keV state is 
isomeric.
figure 5.10. The upper panel is the DGF time spectrum associated with the 132 and 
175 keV transitions. The deduced mean lifetime in the current work of 109 (5) ns is 
consistent with the previous measurement by Chandler et al of 148 (28) ns.
The 47 keV transition appears to have a longer mean lifetime than the other 
transitions which indicates the 47 keV state is also isomeric. Figure 5.11 shows the 
time difference spectra between the 65 and 140 keV transitions and the 47 and 114 keV 
transitions. Despite the low coincidence statistics, a significant number of counts ap­
pear to the right of the centroid in the lower panel which are absent in the upper. This 
is an indication that the 47 keV state has a mean lifetime associated with it and the 
apparent mean lifetime in figure 5.10 is not due to feeding from the longer-lived iso­
meric state at 771 keV. Feeding from the 109 (5) ns isomeric state at 337 keV must be 
taken into account so a two-component least-squares fit has been used in this case. The 
mean lifetime of 329 (87) ns suggests the multipolarity of the decay to be a hindered 
E l (see Table 5.2). The mean lifetime of the 771 keV state has been obtained by a 
least-squares fit to the 196, 257 and 267 keV transitions and is found to be 223 (35) ns.
The 566 keV level has been established by Marginean et al to have a spin/parity
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F igure 5.12: Energy vs DGF time plot gated on ions identified as ^^Tc.
of (6“ ) from the DCO ratios of the relevant gamma rays. No spin or parity is suggested 
for the 771 keV state. Table 5.2 shows the calculated partial half-lives of the transitions 
observed in ®^ Nb in the current work. The spin of the 771 keV isomeric state is most 
likely 7"^  on the basis of decay multipolarity arguments.
5.3 R esu lts  for 4 3TC43
The primary aim of this experiment was to observe and confirm the isomeric 
decay of ®®Tc and gain insight into the low-lying structure of this nucleus. When a 
gamma-ray spectrum is created, gated on ions identified as ®^ Tc, several gamma rays 
are observed, see figure 5.12.
Figure 5.13 is a gamma-ray spectrum produced by a projection of energies de­
tected between 200 ns and 11.05 ps following implantation of the associated ion. The 
two gamma-ray transitions identified by Chandler et al. are confirmed here as orig­
inating from the isomeric decay of ^®Tc. The gamma rays of 593 and 850 keV lie 
notably close in energy to the 2+ 0"^  (567 keV) and 4"^  —> 2+ (761 keV) isobaric
analogue transitions in ^Mo^^ [149]. On this basis they are assigned to be the first two
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transitions of the T= 1  ground-state band in ®®Tc.
Several other gamma rays can also be identified in this spectrum and assigned to 
^®Tc. Most significant is the intense gamma ray with an energy of 81 keV. Figure 5.14 
shows a least-squares fit to the decay curve of the 593 and 849 keV gamma rays. The 
mean lifetime of the isomeric state is found to be 1.59 (20) ps.
A gamma-gamma coincidence analysis has been performed and the gates shown 
in figure 5.13 indicate that the gamma rays with energies 81, 593 and 849 keV are 
all in mutual coincidence. A timing condition on this matrix only allows gamma rays 
detected after 200 ns following the arrival of ions in the stopper to be included in this 
matrix. Events must be time correlated to within 200 ns of each other to be included.
The fact that the 269 and 581 keV gamma-ray energies sum to 850 keV suggests 
a competing decay branch to the (4+) (2+) transition and this is confirmed in the
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Figure 5.14: DGF-timing spectrum with energy gates on the 593 and 849 keV  
gamma rays in the isomeric decay of Tc.
gamma-gamma coincidence data. The spin and parity of this state is most likely 3+ 
or 4+ when gamma-ray selection rules and Weisskopf estimates of the transitions are 
considered (Table 5.4).
An intensity balance around the (4+) state has been used to infer the conversion 
coefficient, cktot, of the 81 keV gamma ray to be 3.13(17) (for further explanation see 
Appendix A). Calculated values of total conversion coefficients for this transition are 
displayed in Table 5.5 [142]. On this basis the 81 keV transition in ^®Tc is assigned to 
be of stretched-E2 multipolarity, leading to a spin/parity assignment of (6+) for the 
isomeric state.
The =  6’*' member of the ground-state band in ®®Mo lies at 2260 keV, 932 keV 
above the 4"^  state. Considering the similarity in energy of the (2+) and (4+) members 
the 7=1, =  6"^  state in ®®Tc would therefore be expected to have an excitation
energy of around 2.5 MeV. The isomeric 6"^  state appears at an excitation energy of 
1524 keV creating an yrast-trap isomeric state. The fact that this 6+ state appears 
only 81 keV above the yrast 4"^  state would explain the somewhat large isomeric ratio 
(Table 5.9).
The results of a shell model calculation for ®®Tc [141] is shown in figure 5.15.
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Table 5.4: Partial half-lives of transitions in for various multipolarities 
of different gamma-ray energies derived from the single particle unit Weisskopf 
estimates. The units are seconds.
81 keV 269 keV 581 keV 593 keV 849 keV
El 6.26x10-^3 1.77x10-1^ 1.76x10-1® 1.66x 10- 1® 5.64x10-1°
E2 6.66xlO-°G 1.75x10-°® 3.73x10-1° 3.37x10-1° 5.60x10-11
E3 1.07x10+^2 2.63x 10-°2 1.20x 10-°^ 1.04x10-°^ 8.42x10-°°
E4 2.61x10+3^ 5.93x10+°^ 5.80xl0+°i 4.82xl0+°i 1.91
E5 8.94x10+1® 1.89x10+11 3.96x10+°^ 3.16x10+°"^ 6 .10x 10+°®
Ml 3.33x10-12 3.10x10-1® 6.64x10-1^ 6.37x10-1^ 3.11x10-1^
M2 4.32x10-®^ 1.14x10-°° 2.42x10-°® 2.18x10-°® 3.63x10-°°
M3 6.97x10+°® 1.71 7.78x10-°® 6.74x10-°® 5.47x10-°^
M4 1.69x10+11 3.85x10+°° 3.76x10+°® 3.13x10+°® 1.24x10+°2
M5 5.81x10+1® 1.23x10+1® 2.57x10+°° 2.05x10+°° 3.96x10+°^
Table 5.5: Calculated total conversion coefficients [142] for the transitions
observed in ^^Tc.
81 keV 269 keV 581 keV 593 keV 849 keV
El 0.245 7.91x10-°® 1.12x 10-°® 1.06x10-°® 4.91x10-°^
E2 2.69 3.71x10-°2 3.30x10-°® 3.12x10-°® 1.22x 10-°®
E3 32.3 1.56xlO-°i 8.73x10-°® 8.16x10-°® 2.72x10-°®
E4 481 0.663 2.26x10-°2 2.09x10-°2 5.85x10-°®
Ml 0.514 1.99x10-°2 3.03x10-°® 2.89x10-°® 1.27x10-°®
M2 6.42 9.48x10"°2 9.13x10-°® 8.62x10-°® 3.23x10-°®
M3 69.8 0.414 2.47x 10-°2 2.31x 10-°2 7.27x10-°®
M4 814 1.82 6.52x10-°2 6 .02x 10-°2 1.58x10-°2
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Figure 5.15: Experimental and theoretical (Shell model and Projected Shell 
Model) level schemes of^^Tc. The ground-state band of ®°Mo is also shown for 
comparison.
The valence space used in the calculation included only the gg/ 2  and pi / 2  orbitals. As 
in the case of ®^ Nb this limited valence space does not provide sufficent collectivity to 
accurately reproduce the observed ground-state band energies.
A potential energy surface calculation has been performed for ®°Tc and the result 
for the ground state is shown to the left of figure 5.16. The minimum for a rotational 
frequency of w = 0.0 M eV/h  is at (82 =  0.004, 7 =  —120.0 and (3^  = —0.001. However 
if the system is allowed to rotate then the minimum quickly moves to the triaxially 
soft, prolate minimum focused around /?2 ~  0.2 which is indicated to the right of figure 
5.16. This soft triaxial shape suggests that N  — Z  — 43 represents the boundary along 
the N  = Z  line of the transitional region as the doubly-magic ^°°Sn is approached. 
These findings are in agreement with recent results described by Fischer et al. [150].
The positive parity states in ®°Tc predicted by the Projected Shell Model are 
shown in figure 5.15. Negative parity states with A =  5,6  are also predicted at 
%1.2 MeV but are not shown in the figure. The ground-state band is shown to be 
well reproduced in the calculation. The 7  ^ =  6+ state predicted at 1428 keV is the 
first member of a rotational band built on the P  = 5+ 2-quasiparticle band head 
(i/[422]5/2+ XTT[422]5/2+) and therefore seems unlikely to be isomeric. A more probable 
configuration for a 7  ^ = 6+ isomeric state would be a coupling of the [413] 7/2+ x 
[422] 5/2+ Nilsson orbitals. Both of these orbitals lie close to the Fermi surface but the 
calculation places this state at a significantly higher excitation energy.
It is also noteworthy that the isomeric state in ®°Tc lies above the proton sep­
aration energy of 1393 (409) keV [4] thus unlocking the possibility of direct proton
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Figure 5.16: A configuration-constrained potential-energy-surface calcula­
tion for the ground state of ®°Tc (to = 0.0 MeV/h) and u  = 0.198 MeV/h. The 
minimum is at P2 = 0.004, 7 =  —120.0 and P4 = —0.001 for the ground state 
but moves to the shallow minimum centred around /?2 =  0.213, 7  =  —61.6 
and P4 = —0.050 if uj > 0 MeV/h. The spacing between the contour lines 
corresponds to 200 keV.
emission from the isomer competing with internal gamma-ray decay. Such a compet­
ing decay branch would speed up the apparent mean lifetime of the isomeric state and 
could explain the absence of any A-hindrance. Unfortunately this possibility cannot 
be confirmed in the current experiment.
5 . 4 R esu lts  for f^Tcjj
A number of gamma rays, forming deformed bands, have been observed in this 
nucleus previously [151] but no linking transitions to the ground state were identified. 
The nuclei were produced in fusion-evaporation reactions and populated via the p2n 
evaporation channel with a cross section of around a hundred millibarns. The prompt 
gamma-ray decays were observed with Ge detectors and the reaction products were 
identified using the Daresbury separator and energy loss measurements in an ionization 
chamber. The experimental set up used was only sensitive to gamma rays between 0.1 
and 2.4 MeV which were emitted in the first 0.5 ns following production.
The current work identifies two delayed gamma rays associated with ®^ Tc which
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Figure 5.17: Energy vs DGF time plot gated on ions identified as ^"Tc.
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can be seen in the energy vs DGF time matrics in figure 5.17 and gamma-ray projection 
in figure 5.18. The two transitions of 64 and 71 keV are found not to be in coincidence 
with each other (see inset of figure 5.18). This consitutes either separate decay paths 
from an isomeric state or represent the decay of two isomeric states in ®^ Tc. Least- 
squares fits to the decay curves associated with the individual gamma rays, shown in 
figure 5.19, finds their mean lifetimes however to be the same within experimental un­
certainties. The most likely scenario is therefore a single isomeric state with competing 
decay paths. A single component mean lifetime fit to the summed decay curve (figure 
5.19) gives a mean lifetime measurement of 933 (35) ns.
An inspection of the calculated partial half-lives (table 5.6) of these observed 
gamma rays indicates that only hindered El or Ml multipolarity can result in the 
observed mean lifetime of the isomeric state. Other multipolarities would result in a 
much longer-lived isomer. El and Ml transitions require a large degree of hindrance 
which is unlikely for Ml transitions in this region [152]. Therefore El assignment for 
both gamma rays is suggested.
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Table 5.6: Partial half-lives for transitions in of various multipolar­
ities derived from the single particle unit Weisskopf estimates. The units are 
seconds.
7keV
®7Tc 
64 keV 71 keV
®®Tc 
95 keV
El 6.69x10-10 1 .31x 1 0 -1 2 9.18x10-1® 3.97x10-1®
E2 7.42x10-01 2.26x10-05 1.26x10-05 3.09x10-00
E3 1.25x10+09 5.95x10+02 2.61x10+02 3.66x10+01
E4 3.16x10+1® 2.35x10+10 8.15x10+00 6 .5 2x 10+0®
E5 1.13x10+2® 1 .31x 10+1® 3.60x10+17 1.64x10+10
Ml 3.50x10-10 5.47x10-12 4.32x10-12 2.48x10-12
M2 4.85x10+01 1.48x10-0® 8.21x10-04 2 .0 4 x 1 0 -0 4
M3 8.16x10+10 3.89x10+04 1.71x10+04 2.41x10+0®
M4 2.07x10+20 1.54x10+12 5.34x10+11 4.30x10+10
M5 7.39x10+20 8.60x10+10 2.35x10+10 1.08x10+1®
.7: Calculated total conversion coefficients for transitions ii
®7Tc ®®Tc
7keV 64 keV 71 keV 95 keV
El 24.4 0.482 0.344 0.155
E2 4.32x10+04 6.25 4.10 1.52
E3 1.68x10+07 1.01 X  10+02 56.8 15.2
E4 2.79x10+00 2.09x10+0® 996 184
Ml 62.0 1.01 0.718 0.327
M2 3.20x10+04 15.6 10.0 3.55
M3 1.70x10+07 2.05x10+02 119 34.1
M4 3.92x10+00 2.98x10+0® 1.55x10+0® 3.44x10+02
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5 .5  R e s u l t s  f o r  4 3 T C 4 5
Two beta-decaying states with half-lives of 6.4 and 5.8 s are known in this odd- 
odd nucleus [153]. In addition a quasirotational band was identified in an in-beam 
study [151]. It is not clear which state, if either, is the ground state or to which state 
the quasirotational band decays.
In the current work a 211 (18) ns isomeric state is found to decay via a 95 keV 
gamma ray (see figures 5.20 and 5.21). An inspection of the Weisskopf estimates (Table 
5.6) for this transition suggests an El multipolarity. The El strength would therefore 
be B(E1) =  2.64xlQ-5 W.u. which is well below the recommended upper limit for this 
mass region of 10 mW.u. [152]. This value also compares well with El transitions in 
neighbouring nuclei such as the 4+ —^ 3“ transition (1.7 x 10“7 W.u.) in [154] or 
the 2 + ^ 1 “ transition (1.34 x 10"^ W.u.) in [39].
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Table 5.8: Summary of E l transitions identiûed in the current work. In all 
cases the branching ratio is assumed to be 1 0 0 %.
Nucleus E.y (keV) B(E1) (W.u.)
87Tc 64 1.48x10"®
8'^Tc 71 1.00x 10"®
88Tg 95 2.34x10"®
47 ( 4 - ) ^ (3+) 4.27x10"®
®^ Nb 132 ( 5 - ) ^ (4+) 9.03x10"''
84Nb 196 ( 7 + )^ (6- ) 1.42x10"''
«^Nb 205 ( 7 + )^ (6-) 1.24x10"''
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Figure 5.22: Strengths of El transitions in the fpg shell from reference [152] 
and from the current work. The dashed line indicates the Recommended Upper 
Limit (RUL) for El transition strengths in A =  45 —> 90 nuclei.
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5.6 H in d ered  E l  T ran sition s in  th e  A  ^ 8 0  R eg ion
The work of this thesis has identifed a number of E l transitions which have not 
been previously reported. All of these transitions appear somewhat hindered when 
compared to single-particle Weisskopf estimates which is consistent with previously 
observed E l transitions in this mass region. A summary of the E l transitions found 
in the current work is listed in table 5.8. These transition strengths are plotted along 
with other E l transitions in the fpg  shell in figure 5.22.
5.7  N eu tro n -P ro to n  In teraction s
These new data provide strong evidence for a T =  1, np pairing condensate in 
®^ Nb and ®®Tc. This is a continuation of the trend seen in the lighter odd-odd N  = Z  
nuclei of the fpg shell. Figure 5.23 shows the deformation calculated from the empirical 
relationship described by Raman et al. [155] for the N  = Z  nuclei in the fpg shell, 
excitation energy of the first 2'  ^ state and the E(4+)/E(2‘'") ratio. The remarkable 
similarity in the structure of the odd-odd nuclei and their even-even neighbours is 
striking in this plot. Only here along the N  = Z  line is any resemblance at all seen in 
the pattern of excited states in an odd-odd and an even-even nucleus.
The lowest T =  0 states to be observed in ®^ Nb and ^®Tc are at 1180 and 1174 keV 
respectively. These new data are included in the plot (shown previously in figure 1.4) 
of the energy difference between the lowest observed T =  0 and T =  1 states in odd- 
odd N  = Z  nuclei plotted against mass number shown in figure 5.24. The same data 
plotted against valence product, is shown in figure 5.25.
It has been suggested by Jenkins et al [20] that the low level density fomid in the 
first MeV above the ground state in odd-odd, N  = Z  nuclei is a signiture of neutron- 
proton pairing. Figure 8 of reference [20] compares the number of levels observed 
experimentally in the most neutron-deficient Br, Rb and Y isotopes. The number of 
levels in the Tz—0 members is 1 or 3 levels compared to an average of more than 30 
in the other nuclei. In these examples each case has been investigated using similar 
reaction mechanisms and experimental set-ups of equal sensitivity thus excluding the 
possibility of the observed low level density being an experimental shortcoming.
A similar comparison is made here for the Y, Nb, Tc and Rh isotopes. Figure
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Figure 5.23: Structural evolution of the N  = Z  nuclei across the fpg shell; 
U ppe r: Deformation calculated using the empirical relationship described in 
reference [155], C entral: Excitation energy of the first — 2+ state, and 
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T  — 1 states in odd-odd N  = Z  nuclei plotted against mass number. Nuclei 
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5.26 shows the experimentally observed levels in the Tz = 0,1  and 2 isotopes which 
lie below 1 MeV of excitation. The data come from references [26, 147, 156, 157, 158, 
159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165] and the current work. Although a lower level density 
is noted for the N  = Z  cases, the Tc and Rh nuclei have not been investigated in 
such a comprehensive manner as in the lighter elements. This unfortunately means 
the rigourous comparison necessary to confirm a low level density resulting from a 
neutron-proton pairing gap cannot yet be made. In Y and Nb a significant difference 
is observed. It must be remembered that the experimental investigation of ^^Nb was 
only sensitive to the decay of isomeric states therefore other states may exist which 
are simply not populated. However the decay of the 337 keV isomeric state in ®^ Nb 
populates 4 states which means an experiment only sensitive to isomeric decays would 
identify 5 excited states below 337 keV in this Tz = 1 nucleus compared to 3 states 
below 1180 keV in the Tz — 0 case.
Talcing all these considerations into account there does seems to be a consistent 
and persistant energy difference between the lowest T =  1 and first T =  0 state in the 
heaviest N  = Z  nuclei of around 1 MeV. This is suggested as reasonable evidence for 
a T =  1, np pairing gap in self-conjugate nuclei in the fpg  shell.
5 .8  D eterm in a tio n  o f Isom eric  R a tio s
The reaction mechanism of projectile fragmentation has been found to populate 
primarily the yrast states in the product nuclei [140, 166, 167]. Measurements of 
isomeric ratios can give insight into both the reaction process and the structure of the 
observed isomeric states. The isomeric ratio, R, is defined as [140],
N-^ isom er
^  ^  N i^ F G '
where Nisomer is the total number of ions produced in the isomeric state. Nions is the 
total number of ions of that nuclear species produced and F  and G are correction 
factors for in-flight losses and for a finite measuring time respectively. The number of 
ions produced in the isomeric state is equal to [140],
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(5.2)
where is the number of gamma rays observed in the decay of the decay branch 
depopulating the isomeric state, e* is the absolute efficiency of the germanium detectors 
at that energy, is the branching ratio of the gamma-ray transition and a , is the 
internal conversion coefficient of that gamma-ray transition. The correction for in­
flight losses is.
F  =  exp f  TOFi TOF2\  Ti ?2 (5.3)
where A is the decay constant for the nucleus with charge state q. The finite gamma-ray 
measuring time period is accounted for by.
G — exp(—Aif) — exp(—Aij) (5.4)
where U and t f  are the times of the start and finsh of the measurement respectively.
In some cases a nucleus may have two isomeric states which are populated in an 
experiment. The decay of a higher-lying isomer may populate a lower-lying isomeric 
state and this feeding must be accounted for in the determination of the isomeric 
ratios. In the work of this thesis ^^Nb (section 5.2) is such a case where this must be 
considered. The isomeric ratio of the lower-lying isomer, R l , is determined by [140]
F l =
Yr
Nions FlGl buL
Ru
FlGl
Xl Gu — XuGl (5.5)
where the indix, U, refers to the upper isomeric state and buL is the branching of the 
decay of the upper isomeric state to the lower isomeric state.
The isomeric ratios measured in the current work are summarized in table 5.9.
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Table 5,9: Isomeric ratios measured in the current experiment. In all cases 
the branching ratio is assumed to be 100%.
Nucleus E (keV) r R(%)
Mpd 4884 (14+) 530(10) ns 28±5
96pd 2531 8+ 1.82(5) ps 17±3
9%U 2083 (21/ 2)+ 4.3(4) ps 7d=l
S6Tc (1524) (6+) 1.59(20) ps 41±7
87Tc 64+x Unknown 862(47) ns 12dr2
G?Tc 71+x Unknown 981(82) ns 5±1
sstc 95+x Unknown 211(18) ns 83±54
82Nb (1180) (5+) 133(30) ns 78±140
Chapter 6
Conclusions
The gamma-ray decay of isomeric states in neutron-deficient nuclei around the 
N  — Z  line have been investigated as part of the RISING campaign at GSI. The rela- 
tivistic fragmentation of 750 MeV per nucleon ^^^Ag projectiles on a 4 g/cm^ berylium 
target was used to populate the isomeric states and the FRS with its ancillary detectors 
was used to separate and unambiguously identify the nuclei of interest. An aluminium 
degrader was used to slow down the fragments so they could be implanted in a passive 
stopper made of plastic located at the centre of the RISING Stopped Array. The Ge 
detectors identified the gamma-ray decay of isomeric states and digital electronics were 
utilised to correlate the decays to the associated ion.
The experimental work reported in this thesis has allowed the identification of 
previously unobserved excited states in the self-conjugate odd-odd nuclei ®^ Nb and 
®^ Tc. The low-lying structures of both systems are dominated by T =  1, np pairing 
effects which have already been observed in the other odd-odd N  = Z  nuclei above 
21 Sc, The new data suggest that the T =  1, rather than T =  0, pairing interaction is 
the dominant feature throughout the fpg shell.
Previously unreported isomeric states have been identified in "^^ Tc and ®^ Tc with 
mean lifetimes of 933 (35) ns and 211 (18) ns respectively. A previously reported 
isomeric state in ®^ Nb has been observed in the present data and another previously 
identified excited state in this nucleus has now been assigned as isomeric with a mean 
lifetime of 223 (35) ns. The spin of the isomeric state is most likely 7""" on the basis of 
decay mutlipolarity arguments but this cannot be confirmed.
A ppendix A  
Calculation of Internal Conversion  
Coefficients
An intensity balance has been used to determine the internal conversion coeffi­
cients of the 124 and 81 keV transitions which decay directly from the isomeric states 
in ®^ Nb and ^®Tc. The total internal conversion coefficient of a transition is defined as
L -
CX-TOT ~  ~Y ~  (A.l)
where A- is the number of decays by electron conversion and Ty is the number of 
decays by gamma-ray emission. If all gamma-ray decays populating and de-populating 
an excited state are measured (and corrected for detection efficiency) then the difference 
between the de-populating intensity and the feeding transition (the ‘missing’ intensity) 
is due to internal conversion. It follows that the internal conversion coefficient is equal 
to
(If -  Zf )
OiTOT  = ---7p  (A. 2)
■^7
where and is the observed intensity of the populating and de-populating gamma- 
ray transitions respectively.
Table A.l shows the intensities of the relevant gamma rays observed in ®^ Nb. The 
internal conversion coefficient is calculated such that,
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Table A . l :  Gamma-ray intensities observed in the decay of^^Nb
(keV) Counts Efficiency (%) O iTOT Intensity
124 28(5) 37.3 - 75(13)
418 30(5) 21.5 0.00772 141(23)
638 16(4) 16.0 0.00224 100(25)
y le A . 2 : Gamma-ray intensities observed in the decay
(keV) Counts Efficiency (%) OLt O T Intensity
81 161(13) 40.5 - 398(32)
269 57(8) 28.1 0.0199 207(29)
850 210(14) 14.6 0.00122 1438(96)
(100 -  75)0.33 = -----—-----  (A.3)
and the error is,
0.304 = \
/1 3 V  /2 5  V
(7 5 )  + ( ï ô ô j
Therefore the internal conversion coefficient of the 124 keV transition in is
0.33 (30).
86 Tc
The intensities of the relevant gamma rays observed in ^®Tc are shown in Table
A.2. The internal conversion coefficient is calculated such that,
(1438 +  207) -  398 
3 13 = ----------398----------
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and the error is,
0.17 = \
/ 3 2 \ ^ f 2 9 Ÿ  ( 96 ' 
Î438 (A.6)
Therefore the internal conversion coefficient of the 81 keV transition in ®®Tc is 
3.13 (17).
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